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Abstract
Measurements of horizontal and vertical current by propeller cluster
current meters and temperature by thermistors mounted on a rigid array
8 m high and 20 m long moored in the oceanic main thermocline near
Bermuda are interpreted in terms of thermocline-trapped internal wave
modes in the presence of temperature and density fine-st,ructure.
Two turning-point uniformly valid asymptotic solutions to the in-
ternal wave equation are developed to describe the wave functions. Mode
decay beyond the turning point in depth or frequency produces a sharp
cutoff in vertical current spectra above the local buoyancy frequency
N (z). An in'ternal wave wavenumber-frequency spectral model E (a ,w) =
E (WINo) -2 (0./0.0) -2 describes vertical current spectra and potential energy
to horizontal kinetic energy ratios. The red wavenumer shape suppresses
peaks in both these quanti ties at frequencies near N (z). The data are
consistent with time-averaged horizontal isotropy of the wave field. A
dip in the vertical current spectra at 0.5 cph not predicted by the model
appears related to the bottom slope.
Temperature fine-structure is modeled as a passive vertical field
adv,ected by internal waves. Quasi-permanent fine-scale features of the
stratification and vertically small-scale internal waves are indistin-
guishable in this study. The model of McKean (1974) is generalized to
include fine-structure fields specified by their vertical wavenumber
spectra as well as different Poisson-distributed layer models. Together
with the trapped internal wave model, moored temperature spectra, tem-
perature vertical difference spectra, and coherence over vertical separa-
tions are described using a fine-structure vertical wavenumber spectrum
PT (k) = ~k-5/2 which agrees with other spectra made using vertical pro-
filing instruments in the range 0.1 to 1.0 cpm.
Horizontal current fine-structure is also modeled as a passive field
advected vertically by long internal waves. The model describes moored
horizontal current spectra (least successfully at frequencies near N (z) )
and finite-difference vertical shear spectra. .
3Contours of temperature in depth versus time indicate possible mix-
ing events. These events appear concurrently with high shear and
Richardson numbers O. 25 ~ R ~ 1.0. Over 7 m a cutoff in Ri at 0.25 is
observed, indicating saturation of the internal wave spectrum. Spectra
of finite-difference approximations to shear and buoyancy frequency are
dominated by fine-structure contributions over nearly the whole internal
Wave range, suggesting that breaking is enhanced by fine-structure.
Breaking appears equally likely at all frequencies in the internal wave
range.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In recent years observations and theoretical work have suggested
that deep ocean internal waves and the details of stratification called
fine-structure are highly interdependent. At first, these two topics
were pursued separately. Early internal wave models used idealized
profiles of buoyancy frequency N to derive wave functions. The
simplest of these was the constant-N ocean; Fofonoff (1969) used such
a model to derive various spe~tral quantities for comparison with
moored measurements. In their synthesis of a wide-ranging body of ob-
servations into a universal isotropic spectral model for internal wave
motions, Garrett and Munk (1972a) used an exponential profile for N (z) .
Their model was inadequate for wave frequencies w near N (z), which led
Desaubies (1973) to study the single turning-point problem of waves
trapped between the surface and an exponential profile of N (z). But
none of these models took account of the details of stratification:
fluctuations on the order of about 1m to 10m in scale. Meanwhile, ob-
servations by moored instruments often failed to discern a cutoff at
N (z) of the internal wave spectrum. Both horizontal current and tem-
perature spectra often lacked sharp cutoffs at N (z), and vertical cur-
rent was inferred from temperature measurements. Once electronic
measurement of temperature and salinity was made possible, "continuous"
profiles were able to resolve nearly ubiquitous deviations from smooth
mean gradient profiles of roughly 1m to lOm size. These features were
collectively called "microstructure." Cooper and Stommel (1968),
Stommel and Federov (l968), and Tai t and Howe (l968) provided some of
the first deep ocean microstructure observations.
--~ "'
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Gradually instrumentation became more sophisticated and Osborn
and Cox (l972) were able to report fluctuations on scales of 1 cm or
so. Of course, these fluctuations were called "microstructure" as
well and fluctuations on scales 1m-10m were renamed "fine-structure."
Some justification for the distinction is seen in the temperature
gradient wavenumber spectrum of Osborn and Cox (l972) (their Figure
10) which shows a spectral well at roughly 50 cm wavelength. It was
ìn the earlier period that the instrument used in the present study
was designed so that its name, the Micro-scale Array (or MSA, as it
is called) reflects the terminology used at that time. The sources of
fine-structure amd microstructure were not known, and a body of specu-
lative literature sprang up in response. Speculation continues today,
but the primary factors appear to be interleaving of different water
types (Osborn and Cox (1972)), the possibility of several double~
diffusive processes (Turner (1973)" Chapter 8), and breaking internal
waves (Garrett and Munk (l972b)). It is this last possibility which is
of interest here, since internal waves are ubiquitous just as' is
fine-structure,:and their spectral level may be a saturation level
(Wunsch (1975)). The quasi-permanent components of fine-structure (de-
viations from mean temperature and salinity gradients) which arise from
interleaving, doiwle diffusion, and wave breaking undoubtedly support
internal wave motions which, in turn, distort the background quasi-
permanent features, making distinction of internal waves and fine-
structure difficult.
Internal waves and fine-structure can be entangled in a rather com- '
plicated way. Lazier (l97 3) showed measurements in which fine-structure
l6
apparently propagated in a wave-like manner in a lake, McGorman and
Mysak (1973) and l-lysak and Howe (l976) demonstrated how short internal
waves could be scattered by fine-structure. (Their model assumed fine-
structure variation in N(z) was small compared to its mean; measure-
ments clearly show this to be untrue in the main thermocline.) A note
by Bell (1973) indicates that larger waves (longer than a few meters
vertically) will propagate "essentially unaffected by fine-structure",
since the correlation scale of fine~structure is quite small (only a
few centimeters, according to Bell). Thus large vertical scale waves
respond primarily to large-scale stratification features, an approxima-
tionwhich will be used throughout this work. It is further justified
by our measurements, which are interpreted to show that the internal
wave spectrum is red in wavenumber so that short waves have negligibly
small energy compared to long waves.
The simplest effect fine-structure seems to have on moored spectra
is kinematical. Since vertical motion was so difficui,t to measure (and
still is ~), oceanographers typically measured temperature instead and
tried to infer vertical displacements from it. Inference of this kind
depends on the validity of the simplified heat equation used and, more
crucially, on being able to estimate the instantaneous vertical tempera-
ture gradient at the point of interest. Fine-structure and micro-
structure place adequate estimation of instantaneous temperature gradient
.;
beyond the realm of existing instrumentation. (The problem of inferring
vertical current from temperature measurements is discussed in the
Appendix.) Vertical and horizontal temperature coherence is also
seriously hampered by fine-structure. Wunsch and Dahlen (l970) en-
countered this problem with their "internal wave antenna": a long
17
horizontal moored cable in the main thermocline near Bermuda designed
to gather internal wave data. Two thermistors 1 km apart on that moor-
ing showed negligible coherence at periods less than 8 hours. Their
frustration with the apparent effects of fine-structure provided the
motivation for designing the experiments which are at the core of the
present work. They decided that simultaneous measurements of all three
components of current along with temperature on an array were necessary
to untangle the puzzle of deep ocean "microscale" fluctuations. The
array needed to be. rigid and instrumented to detect its own motions so
that accurate measurement of water motions could be made. Most other
microstructure instruments at the time were profilers (Gregg and Cox
(l972)), Osborn and Cox (1972)) which, while able to traverse large
sections of water column and sample different locations easily, are
unable to dis.tinguishtime scales. A moored. array is cumbersome and
is sensitive to a limited wavenumber band, but is able to measure time
mean quantities and distinguish motion on different time scales. Since
Wunsch and Dahlen believed vertical temperature structure on scales of
1m to 10m to be interfering with their attempts to measure internal
waves, the MSA was designed with vertical masts carrying seven thermis-
tors roughly Im..,apart. The two vertical masts were separated horizon-
tally by 20 m with the intention of measuring horizontal temperature
gradients believed typical of internal wave oscillations of "fine-
structure. " Chapter 2 describes the instrument, the experiments per-,
formed, and data handl ing procedures.
Modelling of the kinematic effects of fine-structure as a passive,
random vertical field was first done by Phillips (197l). He imagined
~,
l8
fine-structure as a series of layers and sheets (homogeneous regions
separated by infinitesimally thin high gradient regions) advected
vertically by intern~l wave motions past a moored sensor. Moored
-2spectra of such a step structure. would exhibit an w frequency depen-
dence. Garrett and Munk (l97l) extended this approach by factoring
the vertical field into mean-gradient and fine-structure terms, thus
defining mean-gradient and fine-structure contributions to moored
spectra. They calculated the fine-structure autocovariance (the
Fourier transform of the fine-structure contribution to the frequency
spectrum) as an integral over the spatial autocovariance of the passive
field multiplied by the probability distribution of internal wave dis-
placement differences. In order that the integral not diverge, the
"fine-structure approximation" was made: that vertical displacement
of the waves is large compared to the scale- of the passive fine-
structure. They were able to generalize their approach to include de-
termination of fine-structure crosscovariance contributions so that
both spectra and cross-spectra of fine-structure contributions could be
estimated. Rather simple models of both fine-structure (sheets and
layers again) and the internal wave spectrum were employed so that
they failed to discern details of spectral behavior at w ~ N (z), in-
cluding the relative levels of mean-gradient and fine-structure I.~ "
contributions.
McKean (l974) modified the approach of Garrett and Munk by formu-
lating the problem in terms of the mean-square difference of fine-
structure fluctuations: the structure function. This approach allowed
him to perform explicitly an integral relation analogous to that of '
19
Garrett and Munk connecting the fine-structure spatial and temporal
structure function through a probability distribution cif displacement
difference. The advantage of this approach is that the structure func-
tion is well defined for any lag in a field with stationary increments,
rather than being formally divergent as is the autocovariance (see
McKean (1974)) . Thus, once a probability distribution of internal
wave displacement difference is chosen, the fine-structure contribution
is exactly defined. McKean exploited this formulation to show results
different than some of those of Garrett and Munk due to their approxima-
~ions of autocovariances.
Joyce and Desaubies (l976) used McKean i s formulation to interpret
vertical temperature difference measurements, finding that spectra of
this quantity were dominated by fine- structure contribution in the
upper few octaves of the internal wave range, 'and beyond. They used a
sheet..layer model of fine-structure with Poisson-distributed layer
thicknesses., They interpreted Brown-WHOI CTD profiles in the main
thermocline near their moored instruments according to the sheet-layer
model and found fair agreement between fine-structure levels inferred
from profiles and from moored temperature measurements using their
model. Following McKean (1974), Joyce and Desaubies (1976) used a
very simple model internal wave spectrum: a frequency power law extend-
ing to N and zero above N. Thus both give only asymptotic forms for
various spectra and coherences valid for frequencies either much higher
or much lower than N. For a given internal wave spectral slope , the
sheet~layer model restricts fine-structure spectral contribution to a
particular high (and low) frequency slope. Details of spectral behavior
near N are left unspecified.
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To date, mean-gradient internal wave and fine-structure internal
wave effects (i.e., time-dependent fluctuations at a fixed position)
have not been unambiguously distinguished by others. It is the task
of this study to actually make that distinction. To make a semantic
distinction between "internal wave" and "fine-structure',' effects is
misleading; they are both internal wave effec'ts when both fine-scale
vertical, fluctuations and internal wave motions exist. What is con-
ventionally called the internal wave contribution is the contribution
internal waves would make to a temperature or horizontal current spec-
trum if the stratification were sufficiently smooth that only a mean-
gradient in temperature and N(z) existed. We shall call this the
mean-gradient contribution. What is called the "fine-structure con-
tribution".aiises from internal wave motions; it is that part of the
spectrum produced by spatial variance in the vertical temperature or
densi ty gradient. The key to distinguishing mean-gradient and fine-
structure effects is to describe the internal wave spectrum of vertical
motion out to N (z) and beyond. We will show below that the shape of
the internal wave cutoff is crucial in determining the shape of a
measured temperature spectrum and coherence curves of vertically
separated ten~erature measurements.
Assuming that long vertical waves propagatie in ignorance of fine- -
scale fluctuations of N (z) (Bell (l973)), an internal wave model is
developed in Chapter 3, in which waves are trapped in a model main
thermocline. vertical current is expected to be negligibly affected
by fine-structure (discussed further later) thus the mean-gradient con-
tributionarises directly from expressions for vertical displacement
2l
spectra. The model is designed to show the details of the mean-
gradient contribution of frequencies nèar N (z) so that only the main
thermocline is modelled; the simultaneous existence of the seasonal
thermocline is ignored. The wave functions turn out to be in terms
of Hermite functions, thus spectral quanti ties can easily be evalu-
ated explicitly numerically. Comparisons of model and measured
spectral energy ratios and vertical current spectra are made in this
chapter, confirming that the model of internal wave motions is con-
sIstent with the data. A short section is also included to discuss
the apparent horizontal isotropy of the internal wave spectrum. with
a good model of internal wave displacements near the turning point
(w = N (z) ), we are able to model fine-structure contributions
accurately over a wíde range of frequencies including N (z) .
Several models of fine-structure are considered in Chapter 4,
starting with the simple sheet-layer model used by Phillips (1971),
Garrett and Munk (1971), McKean (1974), and Joyce and Desaubies (l976).
Two generalizations of the poisson-process model are made; layers of
constant gradient and constant curvature are considered. These models
can be described equivalently in terms of their vertical wavenumer
spectra. Since the data do not seem well described by these models,
a model using an arbitrary vertical spectrum is developed. This
model seems to describe temperature spectra and coherence curves rather
well at all frequencies in the large range considered. Can a similar
model be developed for horizontal current fine-structure effects? A
grossly simplified model along these lines seems to do well enough in
describing first-difference shear, although details of other spectral
quanti ties near N (z) are not well described.
--
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Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the implications of fine-structure
contributions for wave breaking. Does the internal wave spectrum
determine the intensity of fine-structure? Garrett and Munk (l972b)
proposed that wave breaking does take place, a conclusion based on
their internal wave model spectrum (Garrett and Munk (197 2a) ). The
MSA measurements can be interpreted as ,experimental evidence that
breaking does occur. Fine-structure contributions to the spectra
suggest that breaking is crucially related to the existence of
fine-structure.
The proposed model uses an approach along the lines of Garrett and
Munk (1972a) to develop a description of vertically long internal waves
trapped in the main thermocline which displace a passive fine-structure
field through the formalism of McKean (l974). The model includes
internal wave turning-point behavior and generalizes the description
of fine-structure. Fine-structure is modelled as a passive vertical
field, but is it really passive? Lazier's (l973) measurements suggest
that it may not be, that fine-structure may in part be small scale
internal waves. The model is able to ignore fine-scale internal wave
motions (i. e., treat fine-structure as passive) since the internal wave
spectrum is strongly red in wavenumber. In other words, vertically
long internal wave displacements are so much more energetic than fine-
scale displacements that the former are the dominant contribution to
the fine-structure structure function. Fine-structure itself may be
(at least in part) internal waves, but the distinction is not important
in calculating its kinematical contribution to fluctuations of tempera-
ture, horizontal current, static stability, and shear. This point will
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be discussed further in Chapter 4. Conclusions about the nature and
function of fine-structure in the deep ocean internal wave field
appear in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2. Field Program
2.1 Instrumentation
Consistent with the design objectives discussed above, the MSA was
built as an instrumented rigid frame in an H-shape consisting of a 20m
long rigid horizontal spar with 8m tall vertical masts erected at each
end. The frame was moored from a point just below its center of grav-
itYi buoyancy was provided by two lm diameter aluminum spheres which
housed batteries and electronic data acquisition equipment. Each mast
was filled with seven thermistors spaced roughly evenly along it. Novel
propeller-cluster current meters were positioned at the ends of the
masts. A compass, two accelerometers and a pressure transducer provided
mooring motion information. A fin mounted on one mast was meant to
orient the frame with respect to the horizontal current. After the
first deployment, modifications were made in the instrument design for
use in the second and third deployments. A brief description of the in-
strument operation will be given below to acquaint the reader with its
measurement capabilities; see Shillingford (l976) and Shillingford and
Dahlen (1976) for a more detailed description.
The frame itself (see Figure 2.l) consists of a horizontal spar of
8 inch diameter aluminum tube fitted to a central truss holding the two
symetr ically placed hollow aluminum spheres. The masts are aluminum
sailboat masts hinged at the ends of the spar so that they may lie
nearly horizontally while the MSA is being assembled ashore; before the
frame is lowered into the water at dockside for towing to the deploy-
ment site, the masts are erected to a vertical position. A system of
stays and guy wires provides rigidity to the spar and masts and the
strength necessary to withstand stresses encountered in towing and
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Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of the MSA as it was con-
figured for (a) the first experiment (October 1973) and
(b) the second and third experiments (July 1975 and
November 1975).
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ascent and descent. The fin is attached to one mast, designated the
"aft mast," to orient the MSA with respect to the horizontal current
when it is moored. The MSA acts as a weather vane because of this
fin; it has been estimated from tests in a tidal estuary, and calcu-
lations, that the whole frame has a response time constant of l5
minutes to a step change in horizontal current. During the first ex-
periment the MSA did not "weather vane" satisfactorily, impairing the
ability of the current meter propeller clusters to measure currents.
A larger fin was used in the second and third deployments, resulting
in greatly improved current data quality. The importance of weather
vane performance appears in the discussion of propeller cluster data
reduction.
To facilitate deployment on the second and third experiments, both
the masts were raised with respect to the spar from their positions in
the first experiment. To ensure better resolution of vertical veloci-
ties in times of slack horizontal current ( propellers from the 
aft lower
propeller cluster in the first experiment were redistributed; three
were added to the forward upper cluster and one was added to the for-
ward lower cluster, leaving no propellers in the aft lower position in
the second and third experiments. This shift in propeller cluster cov-
erage is the major difference between the first experiment and the
succeeding ones.
Electronic data acquisition was accomplished using appropriate
conversion of analog to digital signals which were then recorded on
open-reel magnetic tape in IBM computer-compatible format. The data
acquisition system was designed to operate at low power from a bank of
mercuric oxide batteries located in one sphere (the "battery sphere").
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The "electronics sphere" contained the accelerometers and compass as well
as the data acquisition system. Operating life of the MSA is primarily
dependent upon tape capacity. The sampling interval was set to lO sec-
onds for the first and third experiments and to 40 seconds for the second
experiment. The typical design life using a 40 second sampling interval
is 33 days, during which the system consumes about 2417 watt hours of
electrical energy and records fifty-three million bits of information on
magnetic tape. The output from each propeller (dual, phase shifted pulse
trains) is integrated over an interval 1. 312 seconds less than the
sampling interval. During the last l. 312 seconds of each sampling inter-
val all variables are sampled and recorded.
Mooring motion is detected by measurements of pitch and roll atti-
tudes and heading of the frame and pressure. Two accelerometers located
inside the electronics sphere were capable of measuring deviations from
level to a resolution of IO. 51 milliradians. This angular deviation cor-
responds to a resolution of pitch and roll-induced displacements at the
extremities of the frame of roughly IO. 5 cm and IO. 2 cm respectively.
The compass resolved heading using a 128-level binary format, giving an
angular resolution of Il. 41 degrees true heading. The pressure trans-
ducer output is electronically interpreted to give measurements on two
scales. The coarse and fine scale ranges and resolutions are 0-990 dbar
IO.48 dbar and 450-820 dbar IO.18 dbar respectively. In preparation for
deployment the accelerometers were calibrated and checked using a two-
axis rotary table, the compass was checked by swivelling the whole MSA
on the dock while ascertaining heading with a theodolite sighted toward
geographical landmarks, and the pressure transducers were calibrated and
checked using a dead weight tester.
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Temperature measurements were made using two networks of thermistors
each consisting of seven externally mounted thermistors packaged within
titanium cylinders and two precision resistors of fixed resistance,
located inside the electronics sphere. The fourteen external thermistors
were mounted in pairs of roughly corresponding positions on the two
masts. They were temperature-cycled and calibrated at 7 temperatures
in the 00 C to 190 C range to a tolerance of O. Ol 0 C. Test experience
indicates retention of calibration stability in situ wi thin O. OOl 0 C for
months. The data acquisition electronics sampled the thermistor readings
to give an allowable range of 7.50 C to 19.10 C with a resolution of
!0.00l5° C. Each thermistor was packaged to give a time constant com-
parable to the system sampling rate for each experiment to reduce spec-
tral aliasing. Experience indicates that calibrations of absolute
temperature change' by as much as 0.010 C when, they are taken from the
test bath to room temperature, then replaced in the test bath; the reso-
lution of relative temperature does not change during such a procedure.
This change in absolute calibration results in an uncertainty in absolute
temperature for each thermistqr. A procedure designed to correct for
this calibration shift was used to refer the temperature measured by each
.
thermistor to the others so that calculations of temperature gradients
could be made reliably. Discussion of this correction is given in the
'...~
section on data reduction.
Clusters of propellers were used as current meters on the MSA. Each
set of three propellers in a cluster gave a determination of the current
relative to the frame of the MSA. The procedure followed in determining
these currents is given below in the section on data reduction. Here we
shall discuss the operation of the individual propellers.
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Each propeller has nearly identical characteristics and is made of
syntactic foam with six blades each 7 cm long mounted on a rotor of 7 cm
diameter. The propellers are impregnated with grease to enhance mass
stability under pressure and each is balanced in sea water to within
50 dyne-cm static imbalance and 2 grams of neutral density.
Balancing is done to minimize loads on the graphite journal bear-
ings which hold the rotor shaft in place thus minimizing the propeller
threshold. One face of each propeller hub carries six small magnets
and these travel past two electronic hall effect chips in the stator
which give a step signal upon magnetic exci,tation. The output of each
propeller is two shifted square waves which are interpreted electronic-
ally, sumed over an .accumulation interval, and stored on magnetic
tape. During the first experiment one pulse was counted for each 1/6
propeller revolution; subsequently due to an improved scheme of pulse
train interpretation, one pulse was counted for each l/24 propeller
revolution. This translates to one pulse counted for each ll. 1 cm
and 2.78 cm of flow along the propeller axis for the first and subsequent
experiments, respectively.
, The angular response of the propellers is such that
KW cosne
where W is the number of output counts per meter flow along the propeller
axis, e is the angle between the current vector and the propeller axis,
and nand K are parameters characterizing the shape and level of the re-
sponse curve. The parameter n varies according to mounting configuration
of each propeller due to shadowing by other propellers in the cluster,
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The level 11K is 9 counts per meter and 36 counts per meter for the
first and subsequent experiments, respectively . This response curve
is reliable for angles e less than 55° i to assure full coverage of a
large solid angle of possible current vector directions with respect
to the MSA frame, propellers of differing orientation were grouped in-
to clusters. The preferred orientation of each cluster was directly
ahead along the MSA x-axis (the spar). The fin mounted on the aft mast
was meant to keep each cluster pointing into the horizontal flow. The
total solid angle "field of view" of a cluster of seven propellers is
considerably larger than that provided by only four, which is the reason
the cluster arrangements were modified for the last two experiments.
The response curve and the parameters K and n were determined from ex-
tensive tow tank calibration. The stall speed of the propellers was also
estimated to be 0.25 cmlsec during these tests.
2. 2 Exper iments
The MSA was deployed three times in nearly identical locations:
moored at roughly 650 m depth in water 1000 m deep on the slope off the
southeast coast of Bermuda. In all deployments it was assembled ashore
alongside a dock in st. ,George's Harbor, then towed along the surface to
the experiment sites. After towing, a mooring line was attached at sea
and payed out from a winch on the R/V Panulirus II. Then an anchor was
attached and cut loose from the ship. The MSA sank at rouqhlv 1.4 mlsec
until the anchor touched bottom. Recovery was accomplished bv acoustic
telemetry with the lower of the two acoustic releases mounted iust be-
neath the MSA in the moorinq line (an extra, release was used for redund-
ancy) . After surfacinq the MSA was aqain tmved into St. Georqe i s Harbor.
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The particular features of each of the three experiments are reviewed in
this section.
The first was made in October, 1973. Configured as in Figure 2.la,
the MSA was towed to a location 9 km east of St. David's Head (see
Figure 2.2) (64°33'10" W, 32°2l'45" N) in a water depth of 932 m. The
instrument was placed at 679 m depth for 9 days. After 6.5 days the
system stopped logging data due to failure of the tape recorder. All of
the thermistors operated satisfactorily during the six days of records
logged, although two were found to exhibit drift of roughly O. Ol ° C dur-
ing the course of the experiment. Accelerometer, compass ,and pressure
records were of excellent quality. The roll accelerometer record shows
that the roll attitude changed by almost 5 mrad over the course of the
. t / d' t . f 2 h d f hexperimen , / correspon ing 0 an excursion 0 cm at teen sot e masts.
i
This largest excursion occurred with a time scale of roughly 30 minutes i
other, smaller, excursions in roll roughly half as large occurred on the
same time scale. The currents in the propellers induced by roll motions
are smaller (5 cm/30 min = 0.00278 cm/sec) than can be detected by the
clusters so that no correction for frame roll motion was done. pitch
motions were no't negligible, however. Several pitch "events" occurred
during the experiiuent with peak-to-peak amplitudes of as much as 20 mrad.
These events were bursts ,of oscillatory motion characterized by a period
of roughly 1-2 minutes. The velocities induced at the mast ends could be
as large as 20 cmlmin = 0.33 cmlsec, requiring correction to be made in
the current records for this motion. The pitch events are thought to be
caused by hor izontal currents broadside to the spar, exciting resonant
oscillation of the frame about its mooring point beneath the two
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Figure 2.2. Charts of Bermuda. (a) Gross topography adapted
from Wunsch (l972) showing the location of the Panulirus hydro-
graphic stations and the Wunsch and Dahlen (l970) ("WD") moored
experiment. (b) Local topography of the southeast Bermuda slope
drawn from Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic Center Chart N. O.
2634l and a local survey made from R/V Panulirus (shown in Fig-
urel, A transect through this survey is shown from which the
profile in Figure 3.5 is drawn. sites of the three MSA experi-
ments are shown with squares; the IIWA experiment and its orien-
tation is shown schematically by a triangle. Crosses represent
Brown-W.H.O.I. CTD stations from R/V Knorr Cruise 52 (No. 48,
27 October 1975; Nos. 6l-64, 1 November 1975) and R/V Eastward
(No. 24, 18 October 1975).
i
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instrument spheres by vortex shedding (J. Shillingford, personal communi-
cation). propeller records in this experiment show considerable inter-
mittency. Certain propellers failed at the start and others failed part
way through the experiment. Since at least 3 propellers are needed to
define a current vector, the intermittency creates sections of the record
during which no velocity can be defined adequately. Also, the MSA did
not weathervane satisfactorily as evidenced i~ the current records by
currents veering off abeam to the frame. Cases also occurred of little
horizontal flow while vertical flow was of the same magnitude as hori-
zontal flow, causing the current vector to be well out of the "field of
view" of the propeller clusters. In the resultant gappy records of
current components, a 90 hour section was chosen during which all four
current meters were functioning with only occasional intervals of poor
quality. These lapses of poor quality generally lasted one or two hours
and occurred roughly at 3 to 6 hour intervals. The determination of
sections of poor quality is discussed in the section on data reduction.
The second deployment was made in July, 1975, configured as in
Figure 2. lb. This mooring site was roughly two km NNE of the first ex-
periment at a locat.ion 64°3l'40" N, 32°22'45" N. The instrument was
placed at 628 m depth where the total water depth was 914 m. The experi-
ment was planned to last over a month, but the data acquisition system
was found to have failed completely after LO days. The cause was a tiny
leak at a stainless steel helium leak test bulkhead fitting. Corrosion
of aluminum unnoticed after previous time at sea allowed roughly a liter
of seawater to leak into the electronics sphere. Fortunately none of
the internal wiring was touched by the water, however the resulting high
humidity inside the sphere caused the electronics to slowly malfunction
,.'
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resulting in eventual failure of the whole system. Thermistor circuitry
suffered most severely, leaving only the first 78 hours of temperature
data usable. The compass and roll accelerometer functioned well (as be-
fore, negligible roll motion was encountered). The pitch accèlerometer
failed after six days so that velocity records could be only that long,
even though the propellers continued to work for another two days.
Circuitry measuring analog signals suffered most, but signals requiring
no analog-to-digital conversion (e.g., propellers) fared comparatively
well during the 9 day degradation' process. The first 3.5 day segment of
the temperature records is of good quality; all thermistors seem to have
functioned properly and without drift. The propeller data is excellent
and provides the core of the observational data to be interpreted here.
The third deployment occurred in November, 1975. Originally, the MSA
was to be launched from theR/V Knorr of W. H. 0. I. After heavy seas and
strong winds caused the MSA to be damaged during attempted deployment, the
instrument was returned to Bermuda for repair . The damage resulted from
misplacement of a tending line ¡ the line pinched a thermistor cable and
crushed the body of one thermistor. The instrument was repaired and in..
spected, but at least one leak in the damaged thermistor cable went un-
detected. Since this cable was a virtual electrical ground t all the
thermistors failed within minutes of launching at dockside, As in pre~,
vious experiments, the MSA was towed to a position southeast of Bermuda,
this time 5.3 km SE of Devonshire Bay at 64042'30" W, 32°15~40" N. The
instrument was placed at 721 m in a total depth of 1153m. The experì.,
ment was planned for eight days and, except for the thermistors, the
system functioned as planned. The propeller data is of good quality for
a 50 hour period; the longest such period in this dataset,
"
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A moored array experiment related to the MSA work was carried out
from August to October, 1974 near the MSA sites. It was designed as an
antenna to detect intermediate scale internal wave motion (hence its
name, the intermediate internal wave array, or IIWA) consisting of three
conventional intermediate moorings, each instrumented with one AM vector
averaging current meter and four temperaturelpressure recorders (see
Wunsch and Dahlen (l974)). The moorings were arranged nearly in an
equilateral triangle nominally 200 m on a side (see Figure 2. 2b). Loca-
tions of the moorings were determined by acoustic survey; ship location
during the survey was determined by ranging by the NASA satellite com-
munications antenna at st. David's Island. The temperaturelpressure
recorders were nominally at 670, 680, 700, and 740 m depth on the two
deeper moorings and 650, 660, 680, and 720 m depth on the shallower one.
The recorders sampled every l6 minutes. Fifty-day records were used to
compute temperature vertical difference spectra and temperature coher-
ences from these instruments, the only use made of these data in this
study.
2.3 Data Handling
This section describes data handling past initial calibration pro-
cedures. Shillingford (1976) describes details of the initial calibra-
tion of all instruments. Besides procedures for interpretation of digital
thermistor and propeller records, computation of derived quantities
(buoyancy frequency, shear, and Richardson number) is discussed here.
To compensate for the unknown thermistor calibration offsets men-
tioned previously, a procedure was developed to estimate these offsets so
that temperatures recorded by the thermistors could be related to one an-
other. The procedure rests on the assumption that a constant mean vertical
.'
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temperature gradient exists during each experiment at the depth of the
MSA. Time averages of temperature for each thermistor were calculated for
various durations, ranging from 1 to 6 days; for each averaging interval
all 14 temperature averages were regressed in a least-squares sense
against a constant gradient. Provision was made for the near constant
downward pitch of the MSA frame by a few degrees; pitch motion was neg-
ligibly small for these purposes. If the assumption of a constant grad-
ient is a good one, the offset for each thermistor temperature average
from the regression line should be invariant with averaging interval.
Normally the offsets were found to be of the order 0.010 C (the value ex-
pected from laboratory tests) or smaller. In the first experiment two
thermistors i offsets were found to change with the averaging interval
used. These two (T3 and T13) could not be reliably used for measurements
of temperature differences (approximation of instantaneous temperature
gradients). When the remaining twelve thermistors were regressed to-
gether, offsets were found to agree within 0.0020 C (less than the
sampling least count) for different averaging intervals. In the second
experiment T3 was replaced, but the new thermistor showed an unusually
large offset (0.130 C) although it showed no evidence of drift. This new
T3 was omitted froin the least-squares regression, lest it influence the
calculated gradient unduly. Its offset was then calculated from the re- ,~'
gression gradient computed without it. Again, offsets were found to agree
within 0.0020 C for different averaging intervals. The absolute tempera-
ture is still unknown to 0.010 C, but a fixed relation has been established
amongst thermistors to within ci. 0020 C so that temperature differences may
be calculated reliably.
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Interpretation of the propeller data is more involved. As discussed
previously, the propellers in each cluster have fixed orientations rela-
tive to the MSA frame. They measure currents most accurately when the
current vector is sufficiently close to parallel to the horizontal spar,
flowing from the forward mast to the aft mast. The locus of angles
which produce reliable measurements of current is determined by the
necessity that the current vector make an angle of 55 degrees or less
with at least three of the propellers in each cluster. If the current
vector makes an angle sufficiently small with respect to only two or fewer
propellers, the measurement is suspect. Tne current vector orientations
with respect to each cluster which satisfy the condition of three or more
propellers making acceptably small angles with current vectors define the
"field of view" of the cluster. with four propellers, the cluster has a
relati vely limited flower-shaped field of view (Figure 2. 3a). With addi-
tional propellers oriented as in the forward lower and forward~'upper
clusters, the current meters achieve a larger field of view (Fig\lres 2. 3b,
2. 3c). The forward upper cluster achieves very nearly total coverage of
the forward looking hemisphere. During intervals of backwash of the
clusters (flow from aft to forward) it is assumed (by default) that the
clusters act bidirectionally. This assumption has not been substantiated
by tow tank tests (we expect shadowing may take place), but another in-
."
terpretàtion of flows in the positive x direction is not known. Further
discussion of this matter appears after the paragraphs describing computa-
tion of current vectors and their quality.
For each COrrination of three propellers a unique current vector can
be calculated. Referring to Figure 2.4, one may write the equation re-
-+ A A A, , 1-+1 hlating the current vector V = ux +vy+ wz with magnitude V = V to t e
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X'
Figure 2.4. Perspective sketch of propeller axis orientations.
Flows Ul -U7 alo¥g propeller axis 1-7 make angles 81 -87 ~ith the
current vec~or V. These flows are resolved as Ui = ail u i +
bi" 3~' + ci" 3w'. Counts from combinations of three propellers can
-)- Ã A A
be used to c'ompute V = u i + v' + w' .
.-
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flow parallel to each of the propellers U.: U. = V cos e.. The angle e.i i i i
is the angle between -â,i
-+
(the direction of flow U,) and V.i Since the pro-n.
pellers respond as KW. = V cos i e. where w, is the number of counts peri i
time interval and K and n. are as before, the equation is:i
n,-li
n,i
1
U.i V
n.i(KW. )i
U, may be expressed as the dot product of the unit vectors describing thei
-+propeller axis and the components v. of V:
)
U,i
3
- Ij=l a. ,v,i) )
3
Substituting V = ( Ij=l
taneous equations for
v.2)1/2 one obtains a system of nonlinear simul-)
v. :)
2v, ))
n -li
2n.i
1
3( Ij=l
n,
IKW,li sgn(KW.)i i 3- Lj=l a, ,v.i) )
A unique solution to this system of equations is found numerically using
¡,
"l,
Newton's method af1:er explicitly calculating a first guess to v. obtained
)
by assuming n == n = n1. 2 3'
For each time interval one is required to choose, from the available
combinations of propellers, which combination gives the most reliable esti-
mate of the current vector. The approach of considering some weighted
average 'of the current vectors computed from several different combinations
was considered unnecessarily complicated and possibly misleading, since the
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propellers working most reliably might not be weighted sufficiently
heavily. After several different schemes for choosing the best combin-
atiön of propellers were tried, a criterion somewhat subjectively based
on the performance characteristics of the propellers was chosen. After
computing a current vector, the angles e, were examined to see if theyi
fell in the range of angles for which the calibration response curves
are valid. To make a quantative comparison between current vectors
from different combinations, an arbitrary function was chosen which falls
monotonically from a value lOO at e. = 0 to 95 at e.i i 55° (the cutoff
angle) and falls much more steeply at greater angles to 0 at 90°. The
function has continuous slope. The simple average of the function values
for the three propellers with the highest quality was chosen to give the
most reliable estimate of the current vector for each time interval. For
clusters with four propellers (quads), this algorithm was computationally
relatively efficient, as there are only four combination~ of 3 propellers
in this configuration. For clusters with five or seven propellers 1 to
save computation the four combinations in the quad were considered first;
if a current vector with quality greater than 95 was found, none of the
propellers outside the quad were considered.
Tow tank tests in fresh water indicate the stall speed of the pro-
pellers is less than 0.25 cmlsec, which, for a LO second sampling interval, .'
is less than the least count the propellers can resolve. The resolution
of each propeller at higher than stall speeds is !O. 16 cmlsec for LO sec-
ond sampling and !O. 036 cmlsec for 40 second sampling. This error might
well be compared with the typical deviations between current vector magni-
tudes computed from different propeller combinations with the same high
quality (quality greater than 99.97; corresponding to 30° ~ e ~ 40°).i
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Figure 2.5. Sketch of MSA geometry. Current records
at each cluster are resolved into UCOR, VCOR, and W
components in the X, Y, and Z directions, a cartesian
frame referred to the MSA azimuth and geographical
vertical. In normal operation UCOR is negative and
VCOR and Ware small compared with the magnitude of
UCOR.
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These deviations in total speed are lO. 2 cmlsec for currents of
10 cm/sec. The deviations in the current components are trigonometri-
cally related.
After records of the current components relative to the frame of
the MSA were derived, they were referred to two different coordinate
systems: one with the MSA frame projected onto a horizontal plane
(i. e., a cartesian system whose azimuth is fixed to the frame heading
and whose vertical is the geographic vertical); the other the normal
system of geographical coordinates. A sumary sketch of these conven-
tions is given in Figure 2.5. Once transformation to the first system
of coordinates is made, transformation to the second is merely a matter
of trigonometry. Several corrections to the currents must be made to
account for frame motion (pitch and yaw). Vertical translation of the
MSA frame was considered negligibly small, since pressure records in all v
~.
three experiments show deviations from the mean between 0.36 and 0.72
dbar with strong semidiurnal periodicity. We expect these to be due
primarily to surface tides rather than to vertical motion of the MSA (see
Panicker and Schmidt (l975)). No pressure fluctuations of higher fre-
quency are apparent in the records.
"
"
1
i
Instantaneous values of pitch and a piecewise cubic spline interpo-
lant to pitch were used to correct for pitch orientation and motion.
Mean pitch angles for the three experiments were -8.50°, -8.24°, and
-9.06° , respectively, indicating the forward section of the spar sloped
downwards. Correction was made for heading change by differentiation of
a piecewise quartic interpolant to compass heading. This procedure
introduced a spurious signal in the azimuthal component of velocity re-
ferred to the MSA frame, but at known high frequencies (the presence of
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Figure 2.7. Spect~a of UCOR, VCOR, and W from a 2-day segment of
records from the third experiment. At low frequencies UCOR is most
energetic and Wis least energetic. Averages are over 16 adjacent
frequencies; an error estimate for 95% confidence is at the left.
The spectra coalesce above about 20 cph and flatten; the variance
from about 18 cph to 180 cph corresponds to a standard deviation of
roughly 0.2 cmlsec, the estimated measurement noise. All error esti-
mates for spectra in this study were computed following Jenkins and
Watts (1969).
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, this noise can be seen in typical current records shown belowl. The
noise introduced was due to differentiation of a coarsely digitized
signal. In the third experiment, digital smoothing of the compass
signal using a running average filter was done to eliminate this noise.
Examples of current records from the second experiment appear in
~igure 2.6. Note the occasional drop in quality corresponding to
slack horizontal flow in both forward upper and forward lower current
meter records, Spectra from the third experiment of all three com-
ponents from'the forward upper current meter are displayed together in
;Eigure 2.7. Variance in these spectra at high frequencies (above
about 20 cph) corresponds to an earlier estimate of :to, 2 cmlsec as a
typical uncertainty in current measurement.
Several records derived from temperature and velocity records' were
constructed. An important class of these are time series of buoyancy
frequency N(t;o) based on pairs of temperature records of different
vertical separations o. The bU9yancy frequency was estimated assuming
a constant temperature-salinity (T-S) relation over the appropriate range
taken from the Panulirus station records. In addition, T-S relations
from several Brown-W.H.O.I. CTD(Conductivity~Temperature-Depth) stations'
near Bermuda in October 1975 (furnished courtesy of N. Hogg of W.H.O.I.)
were used to verify the Panulirus T-S relation on smaller scales. These
T-S relations were edited, however, to exclude deviations from a smooth
curve. A. J. Williams reported (private communication, 1976) finding
occasional salinity-compensated temperature inversions with a free-fall
microstructure probe. These show deviations of up to O. 007 ~oo salinity
in a 5 m thick inversion, but most inversions show deviations of no
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more than a third this value. These features are relatively rare (one
or two were encountered in some traverses of the main thermocline, some-
times none), thus determinations of N(t,O) at most times will be subject
to deviations from the mea~ T-S curve of less than about O. OOl o~o' The
computation routines of N. Fofonoff of W.H.O.I. were used to calculate
N(t,O) using salinity calculated from a local linear fit to the histori-
cal monthly mean T-S curves (curves courtesy of E. Schroeder of W.H.O.I.).
In addition to instantaneous values, the time averaged bi,oyancy frequency
for a given separation N( 0) was calculated. The notation N refers to
o = 7.1 m when 0 is not otherwise specified.
The error in N2 is estimated using a local linear approximation to
the equation of state. Contributions to this error arise from uncertainty
in temperature and salinity. The difference in specific volume between
two positions in the vertical, separated by D is:
1'0. a I' T + a I's
'I' S
dS
where I'T = dT I 0 and I's = -- I'T I 0 are the temperature and salinityT dT S
differences and dSldT is the local slope of the T-S curve. The uncer-
tainty 0 in 1'0. is:
a
J: J: dS + 0ua aTuT I as dT -as s
The uncertainty in N2 is taken as (-g/D) 0
a
o 2:
N
o 2
N
-g dS
= D ((aT:t as dT)O'T :t ClSOS)
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dS 'Table 2.1 gives the values used for a ,a , --d and 0 and 0 and theT S T T S
resul ting 0 2' For D = 0.80 m (the closest thermistor spacing on theN -5-2
MSA) O2 = l6.45 x 10 sec when Os = 0.007 ~OO' For a larger spacingN -6 -2
(7.5 m) 0 2 = l6. 88 x 10 sec when 0 = 0.007 0/00N S
for rather infrequent, extreme
This is an estimate
deviations O. A more realistic esti-
S
-6 -2mate for most of the record is 0 ~ l10 sec , which corresponds to
2 -
N
an uncertainty of about 5% when compared to N = 3.35 mrad/sec.
Table 2.l
o 2
N
-g dS( (0: + as --) 0 lD 'T - dT T asoS)
aT -4 32.165 x 10 cm Ig/OC
-4 3
a = -7.237 x 10 cm Ig/%o
S
dSldT = slope of T-S curve 0.l855 °/oo/oC
o
T uncertainty in temperature 0.002 °C
Os uncertainty in salihi ty (see below)
Contributions to 0 2
N
¿
;::~
~f'
g
- -(a + asD T
dS) 0
dT T
Os 7. x 10-3 ~OO'
OS 1. x 10-3 %0
D = 0.80 m D = 7.5 m
l2.0 -6 -2 l2.1 -7 -2x 10 sec x lO sec
l6.25 -5 -2 l6.67 -6 -2x lO sec x 10 sec
l8.94 -6 -2 l9.52 -7 -2x 10 sec x 10 sec
- .9 a °D S S
Shear records were estimated by differencing the horizontal current
records from the upper and lower current meters on the same mast. For the
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shear record to be meaningful t the quality of both horizontal current
records must be high. Fortunately both meters on the same mast are sub-
ject to the same noisy correction due to azimuth so that the resulting
difference is not degraded by its presence. If errors in horizontal cur-
rent are assumed to be no more than ~O. 2 cmlsec, we find that the error
in shear is roughly ~O. 21/2 800 -lsec -4 -l~1.75 x 10 sec
Various Richardson numbers for the flow were also computed. These
were found by dividing the buoyancy frequency squared by the shear
squared. Since both buoyancy frequency and shear were computed as finite
differences over vertically separa'ted instruments, these are only esti-
mates to the gradient or overall Richardson number (Turner 1974) ~ As
only one vertical separation is available for estimation of shear, the
most realistic estimate of the overall Richardson number is found using
buoyancy frequency derived from a temperature difference taken over a
comparable separation. The meaning of this estimate of Ri will be con-
sidered in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3. Internal Waves wi thou t Fine-Structure
3.1 An internal wave model
To describe the various spectra produced from the MSA data sets, a
model will be developed here for internal waves based on a smooth density
structure (no fine structure) which is imagined to be the profìle upon
which waves with scales much longer than the fine structure scale are
dynamically dependent. Figure 3.1 shows the coarse prof iles of buoyancy
frequency squared obtained from the Panulirus station data. We see that
theMSA was moored at a depth above the maximum in N2, but below the
local minimum of the 18° C water. This leads one to expect that waves
at frequencìes higher than 1 cph or so but below the maximum buoyancy fre-
quency (about 3 cph) will be trapped vertically in a region bounded above
and below by less strongly stratified water through which they are unable
to propagate freely. Then a two-turning point solution to the internal
wave equation is suggested and is derived below. The derived wave func-
tions have vertical modes with theìr wavelength determined by the separa-
tion of the turning points at a given frequency. These solutions
approach the familiar WKJ solutions far from the turning frequency (see
Phìllips (l966), Chapter 5).
Consider the linearized Boussinesq equations for inviscid, incom-
pressible, rotating flow: ...:.
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-pz
~w - g (lc)t Po Po
u + v + w 0 (ld)x Y z
P · + wp 0t z = , (le)
where u, v, ware the velocities in the x, y, z (east, north, up) direc-
tions, p and P i are the perturbation pressure and density, P is the
z
time averaged vertical density gradient, and f= 2n sin (latitude) is
the Coriolis parameter. Defining N2 (z)
-g-
-- p as the buoyancy fre-Po z
found:quency squared, an equation for w (z) is
2 22 (N (z) - ww zz + a 2 2
w - f )w o (2)
the f i (kx + iy - wt) dwhere it is assumed all variables are of orm e ' ' an
0.2 = k2 + i 2. It is convenient to adopt the transformation used by
Garrett and Mun~ (l972a):
u i UL (z) cos~ - UT (z) sin~
v Re i UL(z) sin~ + UT(z) cos~ i (kx + iy - wt)e (3)
w W(z)
-1 -lwhere ~ = Cos (k/a) = Sin (i/a) and U and U are the longitudinalL T
and transverse currents associated with the wave, referred to the hori-
zontal direction of phase propagation. Note the horizontal kinetic
1
energy -(uu* + vv*)2
!(U 2 + U 2) From (ld), U = w la, and further,2L T' L z'
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that ! u f Then:UT -ww L wa z
1 2 WH.K.E.
-(uu* + vv*) = l:(l + L.) (-2) 2 (4a)2 2 2 a
w
1 1 2 (4b)V.K.E. -(ww*) =
'2 W (z)2
1 N2 (z) 2 2
ww*
1 N (z) (4c)P.E. 2 2 2 2 W (z)
w w
where horizontal kinetic energy (H.K.E.), vertical kinetic energy
(V.K.E.), and potential energy (P.E.) associated with the flow have been
defined.
Then (2), the internal wave equation, may be written as:
W + ß2w
zz
o
ß2 22(N (z)a 2
w
2
- w2 )f (5a)
or as
2W + b q(z)W
zz
o b2
2 20, w ( )2 2' q zw - f
2N (z) _ 1
2
w
(5b)
,To obtain a uniformly valid asymptotic solution to (5b) where q (z) ~ 0
in the region between two turning points 111 0( z 0( 112 and negative
elsewhere, a generalized Langer i s transformation (Nayfeh 1973) is per-
formed, letting:
.'
W(z) -1/4X lj
S s(s)
r Iq(T) dT (6)
X
q (z)
s = s (z)
--'
S
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We choose ç' 2 so that it has two simple zeros at s = ll. The upper
and lower turning points 11 and 11 are represented by s = land s = -12 1
respectively. Let
ç,2 2 24a (l-s )
so that
ç 2a f h_T2 dT
:l r ¡q dT11i
Equation (8a) gives a dispersion relation
2a fl h_T2 dT
-l
112
f Ie dT.111
The related equation for W (z) is:
2 2 2
~ + 4a b (l-s )~ss o.
A further transformation of variables, letting ~ 21å s, gives the
parabolic cylinder equation in standard form:
2
,/i _ (D- _ ab)'/i'lri~ 4 'I o
which has solutions ~(ri) = AU(-ab,~) + BV(-ab,~), the parabolic cylinder
functions (Abramowitz and Stegun (1964)), If we assume the waves are
truly trapped in the model thermocline, we neglect the top and bottom
of the ocean and force the solutions to decay as they cross the turning
points. Imposing this boundary condition requires (Nayfeh (1973))
(7 )
(8a)
(8b)
(9a)
(9b)
.'
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B == 0 ai1d ab 1n + 2' Equation (8b) is then:
b
1
TI (n + -)
2
Jll2 Ie d Tlll
(lO)
where n is a non-negative integer, the mode number. Then
'l (s) 1 ..1 1 -AU (-n - 2' 2 V n + 2 s)
(11)
A exp t - (n + ~) s21 H (/2n+l s) 2-n/22 n
where H are the Hermite polynomials (Abramowitz and stegun (1964)).
n
For an arbitrary profile of N2 (z) with two turning points we now have a
uniformly valid asymptotic (in depth) solution to (5):
W(z) -1/4X 'l
W(z) j2n;l (i_s2) 1/4
ql/4 (z)
(12)1 2, ~ -n/2A exPt-(n + 2)s JHn(Y2n+l s)2
Rather than consider a general N2 (z) profile, we shall choose for
convenience a profile for which s is a simple function of z through the
definition (8a). We choose a parabolic form for N2 (z) so that the solu-
.'
tions are parabolic cylinder functions exactly; no longer are they only
asymptotically correct. The justification is that this choice simplifies
computation enormously without sacrificing realism. The waveguide will
now be symetric about the center of the main thermocline (z = 0) with
turning points at z = lll. The waveguide narrows toward higher frequencies.
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We will restrict ourselves to the solutions germane to the MSA meas-
urements, thereby avoiding the second-order turning point at z = 0
(see Smith 1975). Well below the turning frequency at a given depth,
equation(S) approaches the equation normally solved asymptotically
by the WKBJ method (Phillips (l966)). At low frequencies the solutions
will depend only on the local N (z) in the WKBJ manner, not on the large
scale profile of N (z). Thus reasonably good results are expected for
frequencies below 1 cph, even though the parabolic model thermocline is
grossly incorrect in this range.
Specifically, our choice for q (z) is:
q (z)
2
N (z) _ 1
2
w
2N - 1
( 0 2
w
2
) (l _ z 2
ll
(13)
so that s z/ll and (10) becomes:
b 2n+l (14a)
f02 _ 1, 2w
which can be expressed variously using (Sa) as
lla
w2 _ f2
2n + 1 ff2N - Wollß , '2 2N (z) - W 2n+l (l4b)2 2- W or
The wave functions are then, with n 12n+l ~
- ll
W(z) ~ A exp t-n2/21H (n)2-n/2
. n (lSa)
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a/l
12n+l 2 1 12
A exp t-n 121 (nH i(n) - -2 H i(n))2-nn- n+ (15b)U (z)L
U (z)T
f 12n+l 2 1 12
-----A exp t-n 121 (nH i(n) - -2 H 1(n))2-nw a/l - n+ (15c)
The constant A can be determined in terms of the energy density per
uni t volume of the wave field. As in Garrett and Munk (197 2a) ,
E(a,w;z) 2
~(U 2 + U 2 + w2 + N (z) W2).2 T L 2
w
(16)
2' 2Having already chosen z = 0 as the center of the thermocline (N (0) = N ),
o
we additionally observe that E(a,w;z) is symetric about z = 0 so that
for normalization we need only consider the semi-infinite domain z ~ O.
Integration past the edge of the wave guide is possible because the wave
functions are uniformly valid.
E (a,w)
fCO dz E(a,W¡z)o
(17a)
E (a,w)
fCOo
1 2 2 2( 2
i(UT 2 + UL + W + N 2Z) W )dz
w
(17b)
E (a,w)
2r ,
H. A.. Ýll n.
2 12n+1
2N 2
o
2
2 Nof (2 + l)
w
2 (W2 _ f2)
(17c)
or
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A2 2 12n+lE(a,w) ---ll Irn~ 2
N
o
2 2w - f
f2 N 2
- 2 (~ + 1)
2
w
(l8a)
When w ~~ f, as is the case for the data we consider from the MSA:
A2 2 12n+l (_w) 2E (a ,w)
ll li n~ No (l8b)
Finally, the expressions for the wave functions are:
UL
n (N::
1
2 2
- (j) 1. -n2/2
-e
- f2 12n+l
1
(nHn_1 (n) - 2 Hn+1 (n))
1
UT
n
1
E (a ,w) I2 2 (~)
lI n! 2n-1 No ( 2 2)2
N - w 2f 0 1 -n /2W 2 2 - e (nHW - f¡l2n+l ' 1n-l (n) - 2 Hn+1 (n) ) (l9)
W
n
2
e-n /2 H (n)
n
To explicitly compute the wave functions or spectral quantities
derived from them, a model form for E (a ,w) is needed. A priori, there is
no reason to believe that some modes will be excited and others not, in an
irregular manner. Rather, one expects all modes to be excited on the
average according to the spectrum E(a,w). Let us borrow from the knowl-
edge we already have of E (a ,w) from previous internal wave studies.
Garrett and Munk (1972a, 1975) synthesized a model for internal wave
motions well away from the inertial and buoyancy frequ~ncies using wave
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functions computed from an exponential profile for N (z). The spectrum
they chose in the later paper behaves as
E (a ,w) E(a/a )-2'S(W/N )-2o 0 (20a)
for wavenumbers a greater than a and frequencies well above f. (Wave0
number dependence -2 is indicated in by Cairnsa more recent work and
Williams (1976)) . In the two-turning point model we expect to be in a
similar wavenumber range (since the thermocline waveguide is roughly
SOO m wide at w = N (z ), where z is the modelMSA position). We theno 0
choose a similar form, finding it quite adequate, as we shall see when
comparing with observations:
E(a,w) E (ala ) -P (WIN )-qo 0 (20b)a 'Note that -- = 2n+l, having chosen a as the lowest (n=O) mode wave-0
o
number. Equivalently ß/ß 2n+l, so E(ß,W) may be used alternatively.
o
Using this spectrum one may calculate explicitly energy spectra,
spectral ratios and coherences for comparison with the data generated
statistics. Using the definitions (4):
= l L E (2n+l) -p (~) -q+2
12n+ 1
2 2V.K.E.
Ii nl2n-1
e-n Ifn (n)
,Nn 0
2 2 2 1 ' 2
-n (nH
n-l (n)= !. i f2 E (2n+l) -p (~) -q+2
N - (¡ 1 e i Hn+1 (n) )
L
o 'H.K.E. +-
2
_ f2 2n-12 2 N Ii n~(¡ n 0 ' (¡ 2n+l
2
_ N (z)P.E. - 2 (V.K.E.)
(¡
í
/ ( 21 )j'/
.//
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We shall be interested in the ratio P.E./H.K.E. and V.K.E./H.K.E. to
compare with measurements made by others and with other models. If
it is assumed that modes are not phase-locked (i.e., each mode is
randomly phased with respect to other modes) internal wave coherences
between pairs of instruments separated spatially may be computed. For
verticalveloci ty, for instance, instruments at z = zl and z = z2
have a coherence
coh(W(Zl)' W(z2))
I W (zl) ei~n I W (z2) e-i~mn n m m
J 2 J 2I Wn (zl) I Wm (z2)n m
(22a)
The surviving terms in the numerator after averaging over phase differ-
ences are those for which m = n. Thus the coherence is
L Wn (zi)Wn (z2)
;rr
coh(W(zl)' W(z2)) n (22b)
J I 2 J i 2~vn (zi) Wn (z2)
n n
The coherence has zero phase in this case, since effective wave propaga-
tion is horizontal in a modal model. In the next section these model
spectral quantities will be compared with those computed from the data.
Appropriate asymptotic limits (in frequency) will be considered there.
3.2 Comparisons with data
In this section the thermocline mode model developed in the previous
section will be shown to compare well with the appropriate measured
spectra. In constructing this model, it was assumed that longer waves
dominate the energy spectra; this implies that spectra of vertical cur-
rent will be negligibly altered by the presence of fine structure , since
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longer waves are responsive primarily to variations in the stratification
of their scale or larger (see Bell (1973) and Chapter 1). Then vertical
current is taken as the clearest indicator of internal wave motion.
Equations (3. LIe) and (3. L4a) 'show that temperature and horizontal
current are functions of vertical current multiplied by factors involv-
ing the stratification; thus we expect spectra of these quantities to
be altered by'the details of the buoyancy frequency profile (i.e., by
fine-structure). In comparing model spectra to observed spectra, we
shall rely heavily on vertical current data. The first comparison we
make is between predicted and observed ratios of potential energy to
horizontal kinetic energy (P.E./H.K.E.) and vertical kinetic energy to
horizontal kinetic energy (V .K.E ./H.K.E.). These ratios are independent
of level and frequency dependence of the internal wave energy spectrum.
Since horizontal current is expected to be affected by fine-structure,
each of the observed ratios will be diminished slightly at frequencies
near N(z) and higher. The ratios computed from the model will ~hen con-
sistently appear higher than the observed ratios in the £requency range
where fine-structure contribution is significant. The second comparison
is between observed and model spectra of vertical current.
Making these two comparisons will involve choosing several param-
eters. The local time~averaged buoyancy frequency N is chosen for N (z) .
.'
The shape of the model parabolic profile is specified by the height of
the instrument z above the thermocline center and the maximum buoyancy
frequency N (0) N. For present purposes one need only choose N, ,o 0
since the model spectra depend only on z/lJ = ((N 2 - N2 (z) I (N 2 _ ú?)) 1/2.o 0
We must specify the energy spectrum E (ß ,w) by choosing p for the energy
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ratio comparison, and, additionally, q and the level E for the
vertical current comparison.
Energy ratios may be explicitly written as:
1
2 P 2 2
I (2n+ l) -n H (n)2
_ f2
2 e n
P . E . IH . K. E . w N (z) 2 2n n ~
2 f2 2 2 2
(la)
w + N - w
e -n
1 20
L
(nH
n-l (n) - - H (n))2 n+l
n 1
- + pn 2
2 n! (2n+l)
1
2 P 2 2
L
(2n+ l) -n H (n)
2 f2 2 n~
e n
n
V. K. E . IH . K. E . w w n 2 (lb)2 f2 2 2 2w + N - w
L e-n (nHn_i (n) 1 20 - - H (n))2 n+l
n 1
- + P
'2nn~ (2n+l) 2
These are energy ratios at a single depth; their behavior is consider-
ably different than the ratios derived in the single turning-point model
of Desaubies (l973). He used an exponential N(z) profile, finding the
wave functions in terms of Airy functions. To calculate energy ratios
he integrated over the last "lobe" of the Airy function (from the zero
crossing nearest the turning point through it and beyond to a point
where the functions reach an arbitrarily small value). Similar results
are found from integration of the present model wave functions in
the same fashion. These depth-integrated ratios are considerably differ-
ent at frequencies near N (z) than the point expressions given in (la,b).
Fofonoff (l969) derived energy ratio expressions for a constant N, un-,
bounded ocean, finding:
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P . E . IH . K . E . N2 W2 _ f22 2 (2 2) i NN -w w +f constant (2)
The (vertically averaged) ratio derived by Desaubies reduces to this
resul t at low frequencies, where N (z) takes the place of N in
Fofonoff's expression. This is the WKJ limit i Desaubies averaged over
half a wavelength vertically to calculate his result. By averaging over
the whole water column using the thermocline modes, one finds the ratio
is:
P. E . IH . K. E .
2 2No + W w2 _ f2
2 2 (2 2)N - W W + f
o
(3 )
But this tells us little of what we expect to find at a given depth,
even though it reduces to the expressions of Fofonoff and Desaubies at
low frequencies. If a flat top and bottom in Fofonoff' s constant N
model are included, solutions are in terms of sines and cosines. The
horizontal and vertical velocities for a given mode will be TI/2 out of
phase with depth. The energy ratios will be functions of depth and de-
pend on which modes are energetic. Because Desaubies included boundary
conditions in hÜ; model in order to compare his energy ratio calcula-
tions with Fofonoff' s unbounded, constant N results, he chose to
average vertically. He also used vertical averaging to obtain his ratio
expressions near the turning point. Of course, a moored sensor is at a
gi ven. depth i what is measured there is not a vertical average over half
a wavelength for each mode. It responds to all modes together. ,Thus
the ratios (1) vary considerably with depth, as would ratios for in-
ternal waves in a constant N ocean with boundary conditions imposed in
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the vertical. The boundary conditions set up modes and energy ratios
for modes must vary vertically. In an extreme case, if only even
modes were energetic, the ratios (l) would be singular at z = o.
For any single mode, the ratios will be singular wherever vertical
veloci ty reaches an extremum. Evidence of such singularities is not
observed because more than one mode has finite energy. (Note that a
traverse in depth may be mapped into a traverse in frequency in a turn-
ing point model, since the solutions are functions of z/~.)
The maximum buoyancy frequency N is chosen from the Panulirus
o
2
station profiles of N(z) and N (z) (Figure 3.1). This choice is a
rough one since the Panulirus station is some 20 km further to sea than
the MSA sites and the data were taken not contemporaneously with MSA ex-
perimentsi they were gathered with bottles at widely spaced depths so as
to give a coarse profile. Additionally, some Panulirus observations of
salinity are of questionable accuracy, thus are omitted from calculation,
further degrading the profiles. Surveys of Hogg (1972) and Wunsch (l972)
indicate isotherm depths may change as much as 200 m in the main thermo-
cline in response to large scale flows past Bermuda. The Panulirus
station data show comparable variability in time, however the depth and
shape of the main thermocline does not change drastically. A reasonable
choice is N = 2.9 cph i this choice is wi thin the hydrographic data
o
variabili ty and gives ratios at low frequencies (w ~~ N (z)) which agree
well with observed ratios (choice of N largely determines the ratio
o
levels) .
Only the ratio p.E./H.K.E. (la) shall be discussed because it is
familiar (Voorhis (1968)), the ratio V.K.E./H.K.E. is simply related to
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it, and it is fi~t with frequency far from the turning point. Though
V.K.E./H.K.E. can be computed without reference to the density field,
, 2 d 1 . , , ,its w ependence at ow frequencies makes comparison of levels diffi-
cult. ,Only frequencies much greater than the inertial frequency
are considered in this data, so this approximation is made in the
model. (Rotation tagged along in the equations to this stage for
generality. )
Model ratio calculations for P.E./H.K.E. are drawn in Figures
3.2a-c along with the observed ratio from the forward upper cluster in
the second experiment. Each figure corresponds to a particular choice
for the wavenumber spectrum and includes calculations made for the
first 6, first 11, and first 21 modes n. A vertical line is drawn at
the local buoyancy frequency N = 1. 9l cph for the second experiment.
Figure 3.2a shows p.E./H.K.E. for a flat spectrum in wavenumer (p=O).
We see no evidence for the sharp peak just below N in the observed ratio.
In Figure 3. 2b, the energy spectrum varies inversely with vertical wave-
number (p=l) for the model ratios. The peak is not so accentuated,
-1
since high modes have less energy according to (2n+l) . The level of ~
~!).
o:-r
~;;
L
jl~!~
the model ratio at low frequencies is a factor of 3 or so too high,
though. In Figure 3. 2c the spectrum varies as the inverse square wave-
number (p=2). Here the ratio is rather insensitive to the number of
modes used. The level is lower than with p=l. We consider p=2 a
reasonably good fit and we receive reinforcement in this choice from
the Garrett and Munk (l975) spectrum, corresponding to p=2.5. The
ratio computed for p=2. 5 was nearly identical to the ratio in Figure
3. 2c; the only major difference is that the small dip above N is
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smaller. There is nÇJ reason to choose p=2. 5 over p=2; in this comparison
(and later ones) they are indistinguishable. As mentioned above, Cairns
and Williams (l976) find p=2 a good fit. Also in reiteration, the
presence of fine structure will cause the ratio level to be depressed
in observations; a discussion of fine-structure contribution to horizon-
tal velocity spectra is deferred until a later section. The sharp drop
in the observed P.E./H.K.E. ratio just above the high frequency limit
of our model (theoretically this limit is N , but in practice it is a
o
bit less because of numerical considerations) corresponds to a sharp
drop in the vertical velocity spectrum without an accompanying drop in
the horizontal velocity spectrum. Beyond this sharp drop, p.E./H.K.E.
-2falls off roughly as w Corresponding to this steady fall, the ratio
V.K.E./H.K.E. maintains a constant level of roughly one tenth. If
the initial sharp drop of a decade is ascrib~d to fine-structure, one is
led to the rough picture that non-internal wave-related horizontal kinetic
energy is of the same order as vertical kinetic energy above the internal
wave band. This qualitative picture is consistent with the widely dis-
cussed idea that motions above the internal wave band are (roughly)
isotropically turbulent (Pochapsky (1972)).
The comparison between model and observed vertical velocity spectra
can now be made wi.th the shape of the energy spectrum E (8 ,w) and the
maximum buoyancy frequency N already indicated from the ratio compari-
o
sons. The frequency dependence of E (8 ,w) is chosen by q=2, which
works well and corresponds to the parameter chosen in earlier spectral
fits (Garrett and Munk (1972a, 1975)). Figures 3 .3a-c display model
vertical velocity spectra for flat, inverse, and inverse square wave-
number spectra and th~ first 6, ll, and 21 modes. Different values of
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the level E are used according to wavenumber dependence so that the
model curves approximate the observed spectra, one of which (forward
upper from the second experiment) is plotted for reference. The curves
for p=2 (Figure 3.3c) seem to fit adequately. Again, the shape of the
spectrum when p=2 is rather insensitive to the number of modes used.
Not only do the curves in Figure 3.2. 2c show no evidence of a peak
near N as the others do, but the shape of the drop-off above N is well
imitated. Even with p=O, the dip in the observed vertical velocity
spectrum at 0.5 cph is not described by the thermocline mode theory.
This dip is at a frequency too low to be attributed to turning-point
phenomena. Further, the waveguide described by the profiles of N2(z)
in Figure 3.1 does not extend to frequencies lower than about lcph.
An argument to describe this dip is provided below.
As mentioned above, the internal wave model proposed will not ade-
quately describe the spectra of horizontal velocity and temperature due
to the presence of fine-structure. For reference, the model spectra for
these two variables are displayed in Figure 3.4a,b. These are the
spectra moored sensors would detect in the absence of fine~structure;
that is, with a constant gradient profile of temperature, constant
buoyancy frequency, and lack of non-internal wave produced current fine-
.'
also plotted.
structure (to be discussed in section 4.3). The observed spectra are
~2A dip at 0.5 cph of; roughly an octave from an w spec-,
trum appears only very roughly in both; it is probably obscured by the
fine-structure contribution. In ~omputing the model curves, the mean
measured temperature gradient has been used, along with p=2, the six
2 2lowest modes, and E=0.25 cm Isec Icph. We shall retain these parameters
in our models of fine-structure contribution to the spectra.
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As noted above, a dip of roughly an octave centered at about 0.5 cph
in the observed spectra from the second experiment is not explained by
the thermocline mode theory. Instead, its existence seems related to the
slope of Bermuda i s topography. Figure 3.5 " shows' the bottom profile
along a NW- SE transect passing within one kilometer of the second MSA ex-
perimental site. This transect is roughly perpendicular to the contours
of bottom topography, thus represents the steepest bottom slopes. The
position of the MSA and triangles indicating the local bottom slope at
the anchor and at the depth of the instrument are drawn for reference.
Recalling the stratification described in Figure 3.1, internal wave dis-
persion indicates that waves of frequency 0.5 cph would have propagation
characteristics inclined roughly the same as the bottom slope at the
mooring depth. At higher (lower) frequencies, characteristics along
which energy propagates are more (less) steeply inclined. These corres-
pond to transmissive (or "subcritical") and reflective (or "supercritical")
frequencies in the terminology of Caccione and Wunsch (1974) with respect
to a fixed bottom slope. They found that "critical" waves (waves whose
characteristics are parallel to the bottom) in a two-dimensional labora-
tory experiment are heavily damped in a bottom boundary layer. Thus, it
is suggested that the spectral dip observed is related to the local
bottom slope. perhaps the dip appears as the result of dissipation near
the bottom; if the MSA were moored in the open ocean thermocline we would
not expect to see the spectral dip. Assurance for this proposition may
be found in the spectra from the third experiment. The mooring was set
in a small region of basin-like topography embedded in the general island
slope (see Figure 2.2). Lacking a bathymetric survey made specifically
for this experiment, we are forced to rely on isolated soundings listed
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on the n.M.A. Hydrographic Center charts, Slopes taken from transects
in this region can be steeper than those near the second experimental
site by as much as a factor of tw~ or flatter, depending on, the transect
and bottom depth. In this confused picture of bottom topography, one
expects to find a spectral dip which is more diffuse and extends to
higher frequencies than the dip in the second experiment, which is
exactly what is found in Figure 2.7, current spectra from the third ex-
periment plotted to a different scale than in Figures 3. 3a-c. Quali-
tatively, then, these spectral depressions are ascribed as possible
interaction of internal waves with bottom topography, and the further
discussion of them is avoided.
Discussion of various observed coherence measurements is deferred
to a later section. The gross features of the internal wave spectrum
at frequencies for which the thermocline waveguide is a valid approxi-
mation are well described by the theory proposed in the last section.
-2 -2, 2 ,,2A spectrum E(ß,W) = E(ß/ß) (win) where E = 0.25 cm Isec Icph seemso 0
a reasonable description of internal wave energy. Certainly a certain
amount of "fine-tuning" could be pursued in the ,Choice of parameters
but that seems irrelevant to what has been established: that an ap-
propriate physical model has been advanced to describe the observations
.'
in a limited frequency range. The important feature of this model over
previous ones is that it adequately describes vertically long waves
near N (z). Shorter waves have nygligibly small energy, as seen in the
-2insensitivity of the model curves to number of modes once a ß spectrum
is chosen.
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3.3 Horizontal isotropy of the wave field
The internal wave model developed in previous sections took ad-
vantage of our ability to separate vertical and horizontal variability
so that only a one-dimensional problem was solved. Horizontal struc-
ture of the internal wave field has been referred to only through the
dispersion relation; preference has been given to specification of fre-
quency and yertical mode number. This model of horizontally propagating
internal modes seems to have described many features of the data ade-
quately, but the nature of horizontal variability has been sidestepped.
In this section a brief discussion of this variability will be given.
The major issue is that significant horizontal anisotropy of open ocean
internal waves has not been established, yet coherence amplitudes of
horizontally separated measurements are often quite high. In the conven-
tional definition of coherence, a truly horizontally isotropic random
field of waves would show low horizontal coherence and zero phase.
Measurements from a deep trimooring in the Sargasso Sea (IWEX) show high
horizontal coherences but no significantly non-zero phases. Briscoe
(1975), in his preliminary report of this data, carefully points out that
horizontal isotropy has not been unambiguously demonstrated from this
data, but that the data are consistent with isotropy of a special kind.
This is time-averaged isotropy. At any instant, the wave field near
the sensors may be anisotropic i a wave packet in a particular direction
dominates signals at horizontally removed instruments at any instant,
but it propagates through the array and is followed by successive
packets of different orientation throughout the experiment i s duration.
This situation, as will be demonstrated below, gives just the desired
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high coherences with zero phase under the condition of a suitably red
wavenumer spectrum.
Consider two sensors at positions x , x encountering wave packets1 2
travelling with wavenumber k and phase ~ at frequency w :n n
f (x, t)
n
II(c(t-b)) . -iw t i (k x+~ )n n na e e
n
(1)
Fourier transform the simple wave and its modulation II separately. For
simplicity, use a Gaussian shape for II:
II (c (t-b) ).
2 2
-nc (t-b)
e
(2 )
'"Then the transformed packet f (w) is a convolution:
'"
f (x, s)
a i (k x+~ )n n n
-e
c
n
-2nib (S'~s)
Joo n
-00 ds i e
n 2
2 (s'-s)c ô(s -s')n n
(3a)
a i (k x+~ ) -2nib (s -s)n n n n n
- e e
c
n
:I (s -s) 2
2 n
cN (3b)
where s
n
= W 12ÎT, s = w/2n. If many packets n are sumed, an expression
n
k-
.~~
È
. :f\
for the Four ier transform of the signal at each sensor is obtained:
'"f,(x.,s)
J J
7T 2
- -(s -s)a irk x,+~ ) -2nib (s -s) 2 n\ n nJ n n n cL-e e ec
n n
(4 )
The cross power between f 1 (xl' t) and f 2 (x2 ' t) is:
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fi (xi,s)f2*(x2,s)
n
L c c
n n
a a *
n n
ik D
ne e
21T 2
-(s -s)2 n
cn
+ L L
n m?n
i(k xi-k x2+~ -~ )-21Tib (s -S)+21Tib (s -s)
aa*e n m n m n n m m
n m
1T 2
- -(s -s)2 n
c'n
1T 2
- -(s -s)
'2 m
cm
e . e
+ c.c. (S)
where xl -x2 = D. In general we must assume the cross terms average to
zero (waves of different packets are uncorrelated) so our estimate of
coherence uses only the diagonal terms:
A
coh (f i ' f 2; s) =
fi (xi,s)f2*(x2,s)
~ ~l (xi,S)fi*(Xi'S) ~~2(X2,S)f2*(X2'S)
21T 2
- 2(sn-s)
c
n
(6a)
~
n
L c c
n n
a a *
n n
ik D
n
e e
n
L c c
n n
a a *
n n
21T 2
- -(s -s)2 n
c
n
(6b)
e
Note that the form of the wave packet 
prescribes the smearing of com-
ponent packets at frequencies s into the calculation of coherence atn
frequency s. Assuming this effect to be small, the amount of influence
from neighboring frequencies s on s will depend on bandwidth c of then
packets. The important result is that coherence phase is weighted by
8l
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Figure 3.6. Polar plots of kD versus k -p(O ~ k ~ 1) where
D = 10° in (a), SO in (b).
00
a.
00
b.
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the most energetic packets. Imagine the numerator in (6b) to be a sum
of vectors with magnitude a a * and phase k D, so that the total phasen  n
is determined by the largest vectors. Specifically, if a a * is a
n n
function of wavenumber (it is the unaveraged power spectrum), say,
a a *0. k -p (a red spectrum), then the smallest wavenumbers will con-
n n
tribute most heavily to the total phase of (6b). But small wavenumbers
will also give small phases k D. Figures 3. 6a,b are illustrations of
n
this effect. If the lowest wavenumber k gives a phase k D = n/36o 0
or TI/18 (the two cases plotted) then the vectors added in the sum (6b)
have tips on the curves and tails at the origin, depending on their
wavenumber. Choice of p=2 (a reasonable choice, as has been discussed
previously) allows contributions to the sum in the numerator of (6b)
which will not have phase very different from k D.
o
Assuming packets are isotropically direèted, waves whose wavenumber
vectors are perpendicular to the line joining the two sensors (the
x-axis) will have the lowest possible wavenumber in the x-direction:
zero. If we imagine a modal structure for internal waves, there will be
a lowest mode for each frequency, determining a lowest horizontal wave-
number through the dispersion relation. With a red wavenumber spectrum,
r
these gravest waves will be the most energetic. The largest possible
phase con'tribution to the sum is k D, the smallest is -k D. Many packetso 0
of these longest waves will make the total phase from (6b) tend to be
less than I k D I. If D is short compared to 2TI/k , coherence magnitudeo 0
will be nearly unity with phase nearly zero.
Since the MSA is an array oriented in a vertical plane, its reso-
lution of horizontal wavenumber spectra is extremely limited. Its size
is so small that long internal waves (they need only be 200 m or so long)
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will give negligibly small phase differences between fore and aft
sensors. However, the high coherences between pairs of vertical veloc-
ity measurements on the MSA suggested investigation of the idea of time-
averaged isotropy. Figure 3.7 shows the coherence phases at 1 cph for
the three possible instrument pairs as a function of time for the second
exper iment. The records were broken up into 18-hour segments, each
overlapping two adjoining segments by 6 hours each. Also indicated are
95% confidence limits ~~ for accepting the hypothesis of zero phase,
computed from the formula:
sin 2 ~~
i_y2 ((i-P) -l/N _ l)
2
Y
(7 )
of Goodman (l957) where y is the true coherence, p is 0.95 and N is
the number of band-averaged frequencies (nine). The computed phases
exceed these limits no more frequently than the 95% confidence inter-
val would indicate (only every third estimate is independent). Thus
neither significant vertical nor horizontal phase differences have
been detected. The situation is worse with the IIWA data since co-
herence amplitudes are lower, making confidence limits from (7) much
broader. We are left to conclude that the field is consistent with
time-averaged horizontal isotropy and that the model presented in this .
section is a plausible one for horizontal coherences of propagating
internal waves.
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Chapter 4. Internal Waves with Fine-structure
4.1 Models of temperature fine-structure
We will develop a numer of fine-structure models and demonstrate
their implications for moored temperature measurements. Each of these
models uses the conceptual framework of Garrett and Munk (1971) and the
formal approach of McKean (l974). This framework is a quantitative
description of the simplest conception of fine-structure alteration of
the spectrum of temperature-inferred displacement from the true spec-
trum of vertical displacement. We imagine a vertical profile of tem-
perature advected up and down past a moored sensor, concerning ourselves
only with the purely kinematic effects of the passive profile on tem-
perature measurements. "Passive" means that no dynamical effects are
considered; irregularities in the temperature profile are effectively
unchanged by (larger scale) internal wave motions and internal wave
motions themselves are unresponsive to the irregularities. This is
equivalent to assuming that rather long, energetic waves supported by
the large scale density gradient provide most of the displac~ment
variance. Internal waves of much shorter wavelength are considered un-
important beca.use they have negligibly small energy by comparison. This
is the assumption made in the thermocline mode model considered earlier,
where only the first few modes were needed to describe the behavior
of the directly-measured vertical current spectra and the spectral
energy ratios (these are altered by the presence of fine-structure, of
\
course). Garrett (1973) showed' that wave strain could affect the fine
structure vertical wavenumer spectrum, but that the wavenumber
behavior of this additive correction was the same as that of the
86
basic fine-structure contribution itself. Thus effects of wave strain
can be implicitly included in the fine-structure vertical wavenumber
spectrum. Calculations of the relative size of the wave strain contri-
bution from the internal wave model of Chapter 3 will be discussed at
the end of the next section. By assuming known statistics of both in-
ternal wave displacements and fine-structure fluctuations of the tem-
perature profile, the spectrum of temperature measured by a moored
sensor can be calculated explicitly. The cross-spectrum of tempera-
ture measured at two vertically separated sensors can also be calculated,
from which coherences and temperature difference spectra can be found.
Specifically (as McKean (1974)), we model the fine-structure of
the advected medium T (z) (the undisturbed profile) by its structure
m
2
function D (y) = ,(T (z) - T (z+y)) ~. We shall consider a variety ofm m m
models for which we imagine T (z) to be constructed from a series of
m
layers with temperature or one of its vertical derivatives held con-
stant within each layer. These models shall be called "process-
specified models." The thickness of each layer is modeled as a Poisson
process; the structure function approach is appropriate since the mean-
square difference (structure function) is well defined for a Poisson -,-
process. McKean (l974) pointed out this decided advantage over formu-
lation in terms of the related autocovariance R (y) = 'T (z) T (z+y) ~m m m
which is formally divergent in such a case. Both D (y) and R (y) arem m
intimately related to the vertical wavenumber spectrum P (k) of T (z).m m
The identities relating the spectrum, the autocovariance, and the
structure function for the lag t and circular frequency Ware:
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D (t) 2(R(0)
- R(t)) (la)
00
D(t) 2
J dW(i - coswt) p (w) (lb)2n
_00
1
J:oo d t coswt
2 '
pew) - d 2 D (t) (lc)
2w2 dt
Then either the structure function or the spectrum of T (z) may be
m
specified to achieve an equivalent result. We shall make such a
specification for one of the fine~structure models even though we find
specification of a process which gives a particular spectrum or struc-
ture function to be more satisfying . This model shall be referred to
as a "wavenumber spectrum-specified model."
Formal description of the fine-structure contribution to moored
frequency spectra is accomplished through an integral over the in-
ternal wave displacement probability distribution function Q (~/¡2Dš (T))
multiplied by the structure function of the advected medium D (~)
m
(McKean (1974)):
Dfs (T)
J:oo d~Dm (~) Q (~/¡2Dš (T) ) (2) t,
where ~ (T) = šl (t) - š2 (t+T) is the displacement difference of the
internal waves of lag T, Df (T) is the structure function of the fine-
s _
structure contribution, and Dš (T) is the structure function of the in-
ternal wave displacements. Note that Q is a parametric function of
D (T) alone; for lack of a better choice, this simple form is usedŠ
(see Briscoe (l976)). Q is chosen as a centrally peaked distribution
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(which one is not crucial, as McKean points out); we will use the
Gaussian and Laplace distributions.
To calculate cross spectra of temperatures measured at a vertical
separation Y, the above development can be generalized. Now Sl (t,z)
is the displacement at position z and S2 (t,z+Y) is measured at position
z+Y. The structure function of displacements at locations separated by
2
Y is Ds(T,y) = ~(si(t,z) - s2(t+T,Z+Y) ? ,The integral relation (2)
becomes:
Dfs(T,Y) = f:oo d~ Dm (~)Q(~112Ds(T,y)) (3 )
where ~ Sl (t, z) - s2 (t+T, z+Y) + Y. The relationships (la-c) become:
D(t,Y) 2(R(0,Y) - R(t,Y)) (4a)
D(t,Y) 2 foo dw (l - cos wt)P12(W)
~-~
(4b)
P 12 (w)
~ foo dt cos (wt) d: D (t, Y)2w _00 dt (4c)
where P12 (w) is the cross spectrum between measurements at z and z+Y.
These reduce to (la-c) for Y = O. These are expressions used by
McKean (l974). Different forms for D (y) shall be developed for use, m
in (3); with a simple Q, Dfs(T,T) can be calculated explicitly as a
function of Ds (T , Y). For Ds (T , Y) we will use the internal wave model
developed in Chapter 3. Fourier transforms relating Ds (T , Y), D fs (T, Y)
and P r (w), P f (w) are done numerically on a digital computer.
?12 s12
We
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will see that using explicit expressions for the internal wave spectra
provides a significant improvement on HcKean's work.
We consider two kinds of models for passive fine structure. The
first describes fine structure as a series of Poisson-distributed
layers each with homogeneous properties (i.e., specification of a
process). The second simply specifies the form of the vertical wave-
number spectrum of the medium.
The process-specified models we develop are extensions of the work
of McKean (1974). McKean used a series of sheets and layers (layers of
constant temperature separated by infinitesimal sheets) as in Phillips
(l971) ¡ the layer thickness is distributed as a Poisson process:
P (N , s) -s SNe N:
is the probability of finding N layers in the distance y, where
s = y/h¡ h is the mean interval between the sheets (the mean layer
thickness). The temperature difference over a distance y in this ,model
N
is T(y+z) ~ T(z) = L
i=l
layer to the next. This model can be extended by requiring instead
e. where e, is the temperature jump from onei i
that dd T (z) be held constant in
z m
I;l
,
each layer and T (z) be continuousN mfrom layer to layer. Then T (y+z) - T (z) = L e, + e i ~, where
i=l i N+l
temperature gradient in the (N+l) st layer ande i is theN+l
N
~=y- L h..i=l i
profile, one with
and dT (z) Idt
m
A further extension is to consider an even smoother
d2
-: Tm (z) held constant in each
dz'
continuous. Then T (z+y) - T (z)
layer
N
Li=l
ei + e~+iL1 +
and both T (z)
m
are2 N"L1 e' d \' e'"
eN+i --2 ' where N+l is now interpreted as -- T (L h.) and N+l isdz m i=l i
--,
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the curvature of T (z) in the (N+l) st layer. We will consider only
m
the constant-curvature model, for the constant-gradient and sheet-
layer models are readily derived from it.
Let us calculate the expected value of the temperature differ-
ence between two sensors separated vertically by y.
N
-( L
i=l
62 1 N8, + 8' 6 + 8" -)0 (x == - \' x. )i N+l N+l 2' N i~l i-(T(z+y) - T(z))o
The bars denote averaging over the layers, the brackets indicate an
expected value with respect to the Poisson statistics of the layer
thicknesses. If it is assumed that temperature jumps 8, and layeri
thicknesses h, are uncorrelated both with themselves and each otheri
(a good approximation for hydrographic data interpreted according to
\
the sheet-layer model; see Joyce and Desaubies (1976)), then:
T(z+y) - T(z) 8" 2 - 2 2N8 + 8' (y-Nh) + 2 (y -2yNh+N h ) (5)
The expected values of N, and N2 with respect to the Poisson distribu-
tion are s, and s 2 +s , respectively. Then the expected value of (5) is:
8" 2s (8 + 2 h ) (6)-(T(z+y) - T(z))o
This mean temperature difference is the amount temperature would change
due to an internal wave displacement y in a medium with temperature
dT (z)gradient ~=(-e + 8" h2)ji1 for all z (Le., no fine-structure).dz ,2
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Next we construct the mean square difference: the structure func-
2tion D (y) '= .e (T (y+z) - T (z)) ::. The squared difference is:
T
2(T(y+z) - T(z))
" 2N 2 '2 A2 + SN+l(L S i) + SN+ 1 D 4
i=l l:4N N\' ' \' "2+ 2 L SiSN+ll: + L SiSN+ll:i=l i=l
, " 3
+ SN+l SN+l l:
Averaging with respect to the layers gives:
2(T (y+z) - T (z) ) 2 2 22 8"2 4=NS +N(N-l)6 +S' l: +--l:
4 (7)
+ 28 -e NLi + N Ëf~ e- ~ 2 + ei 6" IJ 3
Expressions for l:2, l:3, and l:4 are cumersome, but easily derived. Note3 3 2. 4 4 3 2
that .eN :: = s + 3s + s and .eN :: = s + 6s + 7s + s for Poisson
statistics. A bit of algebraic manipulation gives an expression for
DT (y) :
D (y)
T
stS2 + S,2 h2 _ 26 -e ii -I 6 e- h2 3 S,,24ei e- h + -- h ì4
2 2 2 8-,,2 22 2 2 2 2 2+ s (8 + 6 e- h + - h ì + s t3S" - e- ) (h 12) ) ì4
(8 )
2The middle term is easily recognized as (.eT(y-iz) - T(z)::) , the contri-
bution from the mean gradient. The fine structure contribution Dfs (t, Y)
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comes from the first and third terms of D (y). In terms of our model
T
(3), we find
D (y)
m
--
r82 + 8,2 h2 ie- e- h + e -e h2 _ e- -e h 3 + 8n2 h 41 (y Ih)4
+ (38,,2 _ 8"2) (h2/2) 21 (y/h) 2 (9)
2Ay + By .
For the purposes of calculating D (T , Y) from D (y) (Le. ( integratingfs
over ~ in (3)), the terms in brackets may be considered as positive
defini te constants.
If we choose the internal wave displacement distribution simply (
we can carry out the integral (3). We choose a Gaussian:
Q (T , Y; ~)
2exp(-~ 12D (T,Y))
ç
¡2nD (T,Y)
ç
(10)
So that our expression for D (T,Y) from (3) is:fs
b fs (T , Y) A f:ool ~+Y I Q (T , Y ;~)d~ + B f:oo (~+Y) 2Q (T, Y;~)d~ (11)
.'
where we have interpreted y in terms of the internal wave displacement
difference ~ plus the vertical sensor separation y + Çi - Ç2 + Y.
Doing the integration:
D (T , Y)fs A Yerf
Y
hDç (T , Y)
j 2Dç(T,Y) (_y2 )
+ exp 2D ( Y)n ç T,
(12a)
2
+B(Dr(T,Y) + Y )
~
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When Y 0, this reduces to
D fs (T , 0) AJ 2Di;~T'0) + B Di; (T ,0) (1 2b)
2For the sheet-layer model A = 8 and B = 0, so that the contribution
to fine structure is proportional to the square root of the internal
wave displacements for Y + 0 and is constant for YI12D (T, Y) ?? l.
l;
The situation is the same for the constant gradient model, but A is
somewhat smaller, reflecting the relative smoothness of the constant-
gradient model over the sheet-layer model. In the constant curvature
Model A and B are both non-zero; here, part of the fine-structure con-'
tribu tion has a form identical to the internal wave contribution.
This is a dismaying prospect. It means that a temperature spectrum
will be augmented at all frequencies by some fraction of the internal
wave displacement spectrum in addition to the mean-gradient contribu-
tion. Note these three models use different interpretations, of 8"i
e~., 8'.' ,and h,. Joyce and Desaubies (l976) computed 8. and h. for thei i i i i
sheet-layer model from hydrog~aphic stations made in the Sargasso Sea
. 8' 8" hduring IWEX¡ computation of ,or . from data for t e two smootheri i
models is probably beyond the reach of the instrumentation used, a .:
Brown-W.H.O.I. CTD (Joyce, private communication).
McKean derived the asymptotic behavior (for high and low frequency)
of the fine-structure spectrum F (w) and the coherence Cfs (w)
F 12 (w) IIF 11 (w) F 22 (w) for the sheet-layer model. Behavior is the same
for the constant-gradient model and the first term in (12) of the
constant-curva ture model. The fine structure cross spectrum is real
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(i.e., its quadrature spectrum is zero) in these models, since Dfs (T ,Y)
is an even function of T. The temperature difference spectrum can
also be computed from the autocovariance of the difference over a ver-
tical separation Y.
RfIT ( T, Y) 0( (T(t,z+Y) - T(t,z)) (T(t+T ,z+Y) - T(t+T ,z))?
(13)
RfIT (T , Y) Rii(T,O) + R22(T,0) - Ri2(T,Y) - R2i(T,Y).
Fourier transforming, we obtain the co spectrum from the last two terms:
F flT (w) F II (w) + F 22 (w) - 2F l2 (w) (14)
If the displacements at the two locations are perfectly coherent, the
fine-structure temperature difference spectrum is in terms of the
coherence Cfs (w) :
F flT (w) 2F (w) (1 - Cfs (w) ) . (15)
To obtain the asymptot~c behavior of F (w) and Cfs (w), we take the in-
-2ternal wave spectrum t? be P (w) = Aw ; f 0( W 0( N (the traditional
crude approximation). McKean finds
.! 82 Al/2w -3/2
2 h w 0(0( N
F (w) ~
(16)
12 ~ Al/2Nl/2w-2
7f h
W ?? N
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He further computes expressions for Cfs (w). ilTe use his expressions to
find F ~T (W) (as did Joyce and Desaubies (l976)):
21 e 2 -3/2 -1/2
--YA W2 -h
W .(.( N
(17)
F~T(W) ~
212 e 1/2 1/2 -2
- - A N W (1-2
'I -h 100
~3 -u
u e cos uÀ du)
o
W ).). N
where À WY/ J2~N .
We will recognize the asymptotic behavior of these quantities when
they are numerically computed and plotted in the next section. As
McKean (1974) pointed out, the high frequency limit is the limit for
which internal wave fluctuations seem very 510\'1 so that vertical cur-
rent is effectively constant for small lags. In the low frequency
limit, the cutoff at N appears at such a high frequency that it can
effectively be ignored.
We find in the next section that the behavior of the layer model
fine structure spectra at high frequencies is inadequate. The observed
-5/2 -2 '
spectra behave more as W ' than w , so we consider a model which
gives such high frequency behavior. Measurements in the Sargasso Sea
indicate that vertical wavenumber spectra behave roughly as k - 2 or k -2.5.
-2 -3
Our process-specified models correspond to k and k (see (l8) below)
so we shall consider a model with an undisturbed profile whose spectrum
is specified as P T (k) = ATk -2.5. Since
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q-lt
r (q) sin (~(q-l) )
= 2 ico
-co
~~ (l - cos wt)lwl-q; l.(q.(3 (18)
(M K (1974) h b t' . ,2(Wf) 1c ean , or use t e su s i tution sin :2 = -cos wtand
formula 333-l9c of Gröbner and Hofreiter (l966)), the structure function
for the medium is (with q = 5/2):
D (y)
m
q-l
A Y
T
r (q) sin (%-(q-l) )
3/2
A Y
T,
r (5/2) sin (341T)
(l9)
Then, as before, we interpret y to be the sum of the sensor separa-
tion and the internal wave difference in (3). We obtain:
D fs (T , Y)
A
T
'~(5/2) sin (341T) I:co d~ I ~+Y 13/2Q (T , Y ;~)
(20)
To facilitate integration, we choose Q(T,Y;~) to be the Laplace
(double exponential) distribution (Abramowitz and stegun (l964)):
Q(T,Y;~)
exp (-I ~1/¡2Dç (T, Y))
212Dç (T , Y)
(21)
i
Then (20) becomes, using A
T
31T -1
AT (r (5/2) sin (~) ) ;
Dfs(T,y)
A
T
2/2D (T, Y)
ç
Ico 3/2 -I ~ I 12Dç (T , Y)diJliJ+YI d
-c
(22)
The integration yields an expression in terms of incomplete Gamma func-
tions y (5/2 ,x) (use Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965) formula 3.382-1,
3.382-2, and 3.382-4; the functions y(5/2,x) are discussed in
Abramowitz and stegun (l964)).
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Dfs(T,Y) A~ (/2DŠ (T , Y)) 3/2 (l (5/2) sinh x
(23 )
-x x
+ e2 y(S/2,-x) - e2 Y(5/2,x))
where x YI12DŠ (T , Y)
In the limit of small separations (x + 0) we find
Dfs(T,Y) A~l (5/2) (/2Dš (T , Y) ) 3/2 (24)
For small lags Dš (T , Y) + 0 (x + 00) so that we find
Dfs (T ,Y) A1y3/2.
T (25 )
As before, we wish to calculate the asymptotic behavior of F (w)
and F ~T (w). We need to calculate the behavior of Dš (T , Y) for small
and large lags (corresponding to the internal wave spectrum dependence
at high and low frequencies). To find the former, we approximate the
cosine by its power series; to lowest order we find
D (T T)š ' ~ IN (WT)2Alwl-q ~~
-N
(26)
If q 2 (our crude internal wave spectrum approximation) we obtain:
DŠ(T,y) 2 ANT
ïT
(~ )0)0 l)N . (27)
In the, low frequency limit we are able to use (18) (i.e., W is much
less than the cutoff of the spectrum N) :
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Dr; (T , Y) AT (~ -:-: l)N . (28)
Having obtained expressions for the internal wave structure function
at high and low frequencies, we can proceed to calculate D (T, Y)fs
in these limits, At high frequencies Dfs (T, Y) behaves as (24) for
y= 0 and as (2S) for Y l O. For Y = 0, we find:
Dfs(T,O) Air (S/2) (2AN) 3/2T3/2T 1T (29)
Using (l8) we calculate the fine structure spectrum:
F (w) A'r2(S/2) (2AN)3/2sin(31T)w-5/2T 1T 4 (30)
Since the Fourier transform of (2S) is a delta function at w 0,
we find F ßT (w) = F 1 (w) + F 2 (w), so:
F ßT (w) A 'r2 (S/2) (A 312 + A 3/2) (2N) 3/2 sin 341T w -S/2 . (3l)T l, 2 1T
At low frequencies we take the limit of large lags, or x -+ 0 in (23).
Abramowitz and Stegun (l964) give expressions for y (S/2 ,x) and y (5/2, -x)
as series. If we expand sinh (x) as well, we find the lowest order
terms in the expression in brackets in (23) come from sinh(x)
2
1 + x2 + h.o.t. So for large lags the structure function is:
Dfs (T, Y) ~ A~r(S/2) (/2Dr; (T, Y)) 3/2
2(l + ~)2 . (32)
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Our expressions for Dfs(T,y), substituting (28), are:
Dfs(T,O) A~l (5/2) 23/4A 3/4T3/4
Dfs(T,Y) A~l (5/2) 23/4Al2 314 (T3/4 +
(WIN
y2 . -l/4)
-T4Al2
-(-( 1)
We transform (33a) using (l8) to find
F (w) AI l (5/2) 23/4A 3/4sin 3n l (7 14)w -7/4T 8 ~ -(-( 1N
If we assume perfect displacement coherence, we have A A12' so the
temperature difference structure function is:
Dfsi"T (T, Y) Dfsii (T,O) + Dfs22(T;0) - 2Dfsi2(T,y)'
-A i l (5/2) 23/4A-I/4 y2 t-l/4T 2
We use (4c) to transform this expression:
F i"T (w)
fco
-l dt
2w 2 -co
cos wt (-A ll (5/2) 2 -1/4A-i/4y2 5 -9/4)T ,l6 T
w-3/4 (-A~l (512) 23/4 :2 A -1/4y2 lim JCO x-9/4cos x dx)
u-+o U
We use Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965), formula 3. 76l-7 to find:
(33a)
(33b)
(34 )
(35)
(36)
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lim
u-+o fco
-9/4
x cos x dx
u
cos 5; ~6 r(3/4). (37)
This leaves us with:
F I1T (w) A i r (5/2) 2 -1/4A -1/4y2COS (31T) r (l) w -3/4T 8 4 WIN 0(0( 1 (38)
We are now ready to procede to comparisons of these fine-structure
models for temperature with observations, which will be done in the next
section. The models dèveloped in this section generalize the sheet-
layer models used by others (Phillips (l97l), Garrett and Munk (1971),
McKean (l974), and Joyce and Desaubies (1976)). The sheet-layer model
is a process-specified model; its generalization is a model with layers
of constant gradient or constant curvature. Our expressions show that
the sheet-layer and constant~gradient models are equivalent to a
-2
vertical wavenumber spectrum-specified model with spectral slope k .h d L ' . 1 k- 3 . f' dT e constant curvature mo e ls equiva ent to a spectrum-speci ie
model. These were developed in the hope that a process-specified model
could describe a passive fine-structure field. As we shall see next,
the particular process-specified models presented are inconsistent with
measured frequency spectra, which is why a spectrum-specified model was
also developed. The next section will show this model provides a self-
consistent description of fine-structure as a passive vertical field.
4.2 Comparisons with temperature data
Now that we have developed a model that seems to describe 
the
salient features of the internal wave field, we are ready to use it in
conjunction with the expressions for passive fine-structure effects
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derived in the previous section to describe moored temperature spectra.
To make the comparisons between model s and observations, three spectral
quantities are useful. The most basic is the moored temperature spec-
trum. The other two are generalizations of this; they are the coh~rence
and the temperature difference spectrum (the finite first difference of
temperatures measured at two vertically separate positions), which in-
volve estimates of cross spectra over some vertical separation. It will
become evident that when one of the model spectral quantities imitates
the observations well, the other two also do. This is to be expected,
since no additional model assumptions are made in calculating the higher
order spectral quantities beyond the simple model temperature spectrum.
However, calculation of all three quantities is useful because each is
sensitive to a different combination of model parameters (e.g., in-
ternal wave spectrum shape and number of modes). The process-specified
models will be considered first; recognizing their inadequacies, we
will go on to consider the wavenumber spectrum-specified model.
So far, we have considered internal wave (mean-gradient) and fine-
structure coherences and difference spectra separately. The observed
spectra will reflect contributions from both model sources. Our parti-
tion of moored signals into a mean gradient contribution and a fine-
structure contirbution is somewhat arbitrary and artificial; here we
shall combine them for comparison with observations. The total tempera-
ture difference spectrum PtiT(W) is derived analogously to (4.L.l3) and
(4.l.14), but contains terms from both mean-gradient and fine-structure.
It is:
l02
P~T(W) = Pll(W) + P22(W) - 2P12(w) + Fii(W)
(1)
+ F 22 (w) - 2F l2 (w)
Similarly t the temperatqre coherence is:
(Pii (w) +
P 12 (w) + F l2 (w)
l/2
F II (w) ) (P 22 (w) 1/2+F22(W))
(2 )C (w)
As noted earlier, the fine-structure cross spectrum F l2 (w) is real,
just as is Pl2 (w) (see 3.1. 22b), so the coherence phase will be 0 or
TI. Earlier investigators have lacked knowledge of internal wave
auto- and cross-spectra so that simplified versions of (l) and (2)
were necessary. In order to allow changes in the internal wave co-
herence to be included in their models, Garrett and Munk (1971),
McKean (1974), and Joyce and Desaubies (1976) all assumed
F 11 (w) Ip 11 (w) = F 22 (w) Ip 22 (w). with this assumption, (2) becomes:
P 12 (w) + F 12 (w)
C (w)
P ii (w) + Fii (w)
P12 (w)
+
F ii (w) F 12 (w)
Pii (w) P 11 (w) F 11 (w)
=
1 +
F ii (w)
P 11 (w)
(3a)
(3b)
Cç (w) + Cfs (w) Y (w)
1 + y (w) (3c)
l03
where Cç (w) and Cfs (w) are the internal wave and fine-structure co-
herences and yew) = F,,(w)/p.,(W) is called the fine-structure ratio.ii ii
This expression will necessarily underestimate (overestimate) the ob-
served coherence if P II (W) is actually greater (less) than P 22 (w) ,
more seriously for larger separations than for smaller ones. Our
internal wave model predicts substantial changes in internal wave
displacement power density with depth, especially across the turning
point at a given frequency. We are forced to use the more general
(but correct) expressions (1) and (2) because of this strong
variation.
In addition to the internal wave parameters chosen earlier, the
constants A, B, and A~ in equations (4.l.9) and (4.1.23) must be
specified. These constants represent the i~tensity of the layering.
The size of these constants relative to the internal wave spectral
level E determines at what frequency the fine-structure ratio y (w) will
pass through unity, producing a sort of "break point" in spectral slopes.
The depths of both sensors relative to the center of the thermocline
z = 0 must also be specified in order to compute cross spectra of
"
"
t
, r
displacement and the accompanying fine-structure cross spectra. Equi va-
lently, we specify the position z of the lower sensor and the sensor
separation Y. Given the buoyancy frequency at the lower sensor, the
parabolic profile of N2 (z) then determines N (z+Y), the buoyancy fre-
quency at the upper sensor. We consult the Panulirus profiles (Fig-
ure 3.1) for guidance in choosing the position z. Since these profiles
are crude and temporally variable (also spatially variable, as indicated
in measurements of Hogg (l972) and Wunsch (1972)), some arbitrariness
is involved in choosing z.
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process-specified models
Our simplest process-specified models are the sheet-layer and
constant-gradient models. As discussed previously, the constant A
is non-zero and B = 0 for these models, indicating that fine-structure
contr ibution to temperature spectra is found from the square root of
the internal wave displacement structure function (see equations
4. l. l2a, b) ). Hydrographic surveys near Bermuda made by T. Sanford and
N. Hogg of W.H.O.I. a few weeks prior to the third MSA experiment
(October-November 1975) provide us with the basis for an estimate of
A. T. Joyce, also of W.H.O.I., generously interpreted these data in
terms of a sheet-layer model, a computation he made for similar data
from the Sargasso Sea (see Joyce and Desaubies (l976)). In the depth
range 500-600 m, these Brown-W .H.O. I. CTD hydrographic casts indicate2 -4 2 - 2
e ~ l.3 x 10 DC and h ~ 125 cm. However, e varies by roughly a
factor of two in the 5 stations closest to the MSA deployment sites (see
') 2 7 21 'Figure 2.2 so that A = e Ih is as low as 5.08 x 0- DC cm at station
KN52-64 or as high as 1.10 x LO -6 DC2 cm at KN52-48. Note higher values
for A are computed from casts in shallower water (i.e., fine-structure
is more intense nearer the island, as mentioned in the introduction).
But the level we infer from moored temperature spectra using this model
is roughly a factor of 2 higher than the higheste 2/h inferred from
hydrographic measurements. Figure 4.la shows the sheet-layer model tem-
perature spectrum using A = 2 x 10-6 De2/cm as the sum of a mean-gradient
-3
contribution (using T = l2. 3 x 10 De/m, the time average temperature
z
gradient over 7.l3 m during the second experiment) and a fine-structure
contribution. The mean-gradient contribution (dashed line) shows the
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-2smooth, sharp internal wave cutoff just above N and the familiar w
portion at lower frequencies (the curve drawn in Figure 3.4b uses the
same parameters). The fine-structure contribution (dot-dashed line)
displays the w -3/2 and w -2 slopes derived in equation (4. l. 16) joined
by a connecting region near N. The measured spectrum shows a steeper
slope at high frequencies than predicted by either the sheet~layer
or constant-gradient models. Also, the model curve does not follow
the measured spectral level below N; the model level is too low. we
may adjust this level without altering our previous choice of internal
wave spectral level E by using the constant-curvature model. Having
no a priori knowledge of 8" from hydrographic measurements, choice of
B (equation (4.1.9)) is governed by "goodness of fit" to the moored
spectra. The fine-structure contribution using B = 5 x 10-9 oC2cm2
(Figure 4. Ib) is proportional to the mean gradient contribution at low
frequencies but behaves as the sheet-layer or constant-gradient models
at nign trequencies. A~ougn the low-frequency level--fits better with
this model than with the simpler versions, the observed behavior at high
frequencies is still not reproduced. This is the principal shortcoming
of the process-specified models,
Before leaving these models, however, let us explore their pre-
dictions of temperature difference spectra and coherence. Using theh -6 2s eet-layer or constant-gradient model with A = 1 x 10 °C Icm (note
the reduction of A by a factor of two, necessary to fit the tempera-
ture difference spectra) and B = 0, the temperature difference spectra
are computed for various separations available on the MSA. We use
z = lOO m. Figure 4. 2a shows the temperature difference spectrum
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divided by the separation (2.13 m) squared. We follow the convention
of normalizing the temperature difference signal by the vertical sep-
aration, remembering that the finite difference is an approximation to
the vertical derivative. The mean-gradient temperature difference
spectrum (dashed line) arising from the first three terms in (l) be-
haves as the mean-gradient spectrum itself and has considerable in-
fluence at low frequencies. The fine-structure contribution (dot-dashed
line) displays the asymptotic behavior predicted by (4.1.l7) at both
high and low frequencies. Near N, as with the simple spectra t the high
and low frequency curves connect in a complicated fashion. As with the
model temperature spectrum, the process-specified model temperature
difference spectrum fails at high frequencies by decreasing too grad-
ually. At low frequencies, however, Figure 4.2a indicates that the
mean-gradient contribution dominates. The crossover frequency between
fine-structure and mean-gradient domination can be altered by changing
the model buoyancy frequency profile (e.g., changing z given N (z) and
N ). For a given profile, of course, the crossover frequency is a
o
function of A. Further evidence of mean-gradient domination of tem-
perature difference spectra at low frequencies can be gleaned from the
IIWA measurements. The six separations available on one of the IIWA
moorings were used to calculate the spectra in Figure 4.4. In the
-2range roughly between O. 1 cph and 0.4 cph they drop as w unfortunately
a 16-minute sampling interval made resolution of high frequency (w ?? N)
behavior impossible in these records, but they do show steeper slopes
at roughly 1 cph.
-2The w slopes at lower frequencies indicate the
dominance of mean-gradient contribution to the temperature difference
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Figure 4.4. IIWA temperature difference spectra at dif-
ferent separations, normalized by the separation squared.
These spectra are computed from 50-day records; averages
are over 75 adjacent frequencies.
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spectra in this range. Both model and observed temperature difference
spectra for various separations on the MSA are displayed in Figure 4.3a.
Curves for all separations show the basic defect of the process-
specified models; they falloff too gradually at high frequencies.
Finally, we mention the vertical coherence predictions of the
process-specified models. Coherence measurement (solid irregular
curve), mean-gradient coherence (box-like solid curve), process-
specified model fine structure coherence (lower dashed curve) and
process-specified model total coherence (upper dashed curve) are shown
for four separations (one from the IIWA, three from the MSA) in Fig-
ures 4. 5a-d. The additional solid curves are calculations from the
wavenumber spectrum-specified model to be discussed next. The quali-
tative features of the model are: total coherence drops monotonically
wi th increasing frequency below the cutoff; near the cutoff total co-
herence drops sharply to the value of the fine-structure coherence;
at higher frequencies the total coherence is just the fine structure
coherence. The cutoff (at the frequency range for which total coher-
ence drops precipitously just below the edge of the box-like internal
wave coherence curve) occurs where the fine-structure ratio y (w) passes
through unity for both sensors land 2 (at different frequencies) .
Model total coherence consistently over-estimates observed coherence
at large separations (Figure 4. 5a), under-estimates observed coherence
at small separations (Figure 4. 5d), and seems to do relatively well at
intermediate separations (Figures 4.5b,c). In this usage, inter-
mediate separations are those for which the half- or eight-tenths
coherence frequencies (the frequency at which coherence drops
to 0.5 or 0.8) change little with separation. Another way
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of stating this rough definition, meant only for convenience in describ-
ing the coherence curves, is to say that coherence length changes very
rapidly at intermediate separations. We plot both half- and eight-
tenths coherence frequencies (circles and squares, respectively) in
Figure 4.6. Solid symols represent IIWA data, open ones represent
MSA data. Dashed curves show the process-specified model predictions.
A.t large separations coherence depends a bit on the number of modes and
the position z for this model, hence the trifurcation of the eight-
tenths coherence curve. This weak dependence corresponds to variation
in shape of the "elbow" in the coherence curve near N (1.91 cph). At
separations greater than about 30 m observed temperature half- and eight-
tenths coherence frequencies are roughly inversely proportional to sep-
aration (similar to Webster's (1972) reports of current coherences). At
separations smaller than about 1.5 m they bepave similarly. Transition
regions connect these extreme regions to the intermediate separation
region (roughly 1.5 m to 7.0 m). Al though the process-specified models
indicate the observed inverse relationship at small separations, they
incorrectly predict the transition separation to be a factor of 2 or 3
lower than the observed transition separation (1.5 m). At larger sep~
arations the models overestimate coherence (see Figures 4.6 and 4.5a),
whereas they underestimate it at small separations. As expected then,
they imitate the observed coherences reasonably well at intermediate
separations, since coherence drops so rapidly at the cutoff for these
separations (see Figure 4.5b). A more physical (and quantitative) in-
terpretation of the classification of separations Y into large, inter-
mediate, and small is that for a given coherence level, large,
114
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Figure 4.6. Temperature half-coherence and eight-tenths coher-
ence frequency as a function of vertical separation Y. Squares
(circles) denote observations of eight-tenths (half) coherence.
Solid (open) symbols are computed from IIWA (MSA) data. Solid
(dashed) curves are drawn for the wavenumber spectrum-specified
(process-specified) model used in previous figures. Note the
process-specified model is equivalent to a k-2 wavenumber
spectrum-specified model. The k-2. 5 spectrum-specified model fits
the observations better than the k-2 model.
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intermediate, and small separations are those for which fine-structure
coherence is much smaller, comparable, and much greater than the given
level near the cutoff. Thus any fine-structure model with a cutoff
(i. e., y (w) "'l in some frequency range) will have an intermediate
range of separations for which coherence predictions will not be far
wrong. The process-specified models should not be regarded as
particularly meritorious, since their coherence predictions seem
reasonable only where many other models would also seem reasonable.
Wavenumber spectrum-specified models
Notice the other model curves plotted on figures adjoining those
just discussed. These figures are juxtaposed for comparison; the
observed spectral quantities are the same in each case, but the models
differ. The remaining set of model curves was produced with a
wavenumer spectrum-specified model with P (k) = A k-5/2. The exponent
T
-512 was chosen with more than the justification that it seems to work;
vertical wavenumber spectra measured in the main thermocline of the
Sargasso Sea (Hayes, Joyce, and Millard 1975) and near Bermuda (N. Hogg,
, .. ) hl f h -5/2 f 0 1private communJ_cation are roug y 0 t e formATk rom. cpm to
l.O cpm. Hogg also reports steeper spectral slopes for many hydro~
graphic observations at different depths and locations. Moored meas-
urements made in these locations and depths would show steeper high
frequency behavior; the model derived in the last section can readily
be changed to reflect such a different specified wavenumber spectrum.
Since no direct measurements of P (k) were made during theMSA experi-
ments, we can only postulate that the commonly occurring wavenumber
slope -5/2 would have been measured had hydrographic casts been made.
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This postulate is supported by the excellent agreement (to be demon-
strated below) between vertical wavenumber spectra measured by others
and MSA frequency spectra interpreted through the model.
The wavenumer spectrum-specified model temperature spectrum
is plotted in Figue 4. lc using the same plotting convention as in
Figures 4. la and 4. lb showing the mean-gradient contribution (dashed
curve), the fine-structure contribution (dot~dashed curve) r and their
sum (solid curve). The level A~ in equation (4.1.23) is easily re~
lated to the spectral level A. In this figure and succeeding ones
T
depicting temperature difference spectrum and coherence, the level
Ai -_ iO-7 ° 21 3/2 , f i f d . 11 dT C cm . Estima tes 0 AT rom Hayes, Joyce, an Mi ar
(l975) for the depth range 600-800 dbar in the Sargasso Sea and from
Hoggls Eastward station 24 (see Figure 2.2) for the range 700-800 dbar
-7 2 3/2 -7 2 3/2 ,are Al = 0.67 x lO °C Icm and 1.55 x 10°C cm , respectively.T
These estimates, chosen roughly by fitting a spectrum P (k) = A k -5/2T
at k = 1 cpm, nicely bracket the value chosen in Figure 4. lc. with
this model the observed spectral behavior is well imitated in the full
range of frequencies considered. Since the fine-structure contribution
falls off more gradually at low frequencies than for the simple process-
specified models, the model spectrum closely follows the observed
spectrum without need of the constant curvature model to raise the
level in this range (as was done to produce Figure 4. lb). At high
frequencies the success of the model prediction is self evident in
Figure 4.1c. Finally, the transition region between mean-gradient and
fine~structure dominated portions of the spectrum is rather well pre-
dicted by the model. The obj ection which arose over the process-
specified models ha~ been answered: the shape of the temperature
ll7
spectrum is followed closely by the model throughout the frequency
range of interest while the parameter A' characterizing the fine-
T
structure level is consistent with hydrographic measurements.
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, if the model
fits the temperature spectra reasonably, one expects that predictions
for temperature difference spectra wiii also fit the observations.
The curves in Figure 4. 2b show that this expectation is fulfilled,
The position estimate z = 100 m is retained in order that the mean-
gradient contribution become dominant at lower frequencies, even though
2the rough profiles of N (z) (Figure 3.1) indicate a choice of z = 150m
would be more reasonable. This is our most serious compromise, but
cannot be considered a grave one considering the parabolic approxima-
tion to the N2 (z) profiles. The model curves in Figure 4. 3b show
model fits for a variety of separations. The envelope of curves gen-
erally ~i ts better than the one arising from the process-specified
-5/2
models (Figure 4. 3a) especially since the former fall as w at high
frequencies, closely matching the observed spectral slopes. Devia-
tions of the observed spectra from the model predictions are nowhere
greater than the error bars associated with the spectra.
Finally, vertical coherence of temperature is predicted by the
model. Figures 4. Sa through 5d display model fine structure coherence
(solid lower curve) and model total coherence (solid upper curve) in
addi tion to the curves already discussed. The model reproduces the
gross features of the observed coherences. A sumary of coherence-
length predictions appears in Figure 4.6. In contrast with the
process-specified models, wavenumber spectrum-specified model curves
(solid curves) follow the transitions in coherence length behavior at
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roughly 10.0 m and 1.5 m separations. At small separations (high
frequencies), coherence length is inversely proportional to frequency
as before, but the level of the curve seems to match the observations,
indicating that modelling of fine-structure coherence is correct in
this range. The model curve follows the transition between large and
intermediate separations reasonably well for eight-tenths coherence.
There are no data for half-coherence in this range due to sampling
rate of the IIWA instruments, but we can imagine that the solid and
open circles connect in similar fashion to the eight tenths coherence
data. The model curve for half-coherence seems to have an appro-
priate trend in this transition region. Thus for small, intermediate,
and the transition to large separations, the -5/2 wavenumber spectrum
model predicts coherence satisfactorily.
It has now been demonstrated that a par:ticular wavenumber spectrum-
specified model seems to describe moored spectra and cross spectra of
temperature adequately. The model is designed to explain observations
near and above the local buoyancy frequency, since it is based on an
internal wave model which approximates the N2 (z) profile well only for
frequencies l. 0 cph and higher. Below roughly l. 0 cph modes cannot be ~,:0'i,
..r:
trapped in the main thermocline, since N (z) increases from about
1.0 cph at 300 to 400 m as the surf ace is approached. Modes at lower
frequencies are bounded above by the ocean surface and below by the
stratification (or, at even lower frequencies, the ocean bottom). No
attempt has been made to model the transi tionbetween these single
turning-point modes at low frequencies (discussed by Desaubies (l973))
and our thermocline (two turning-point) modes. Temperature coherence
at low frequencies is affected by mean-gradient (internal wave)
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coherence as well as fine-structure coherence, so we need to model in-
ternal waves in both regimes. In this scenario we suddenly change
from thermocline modes to sing le turning point modes at about l. 0 cph.
Where wave functions are roughly in phase spatially for different (low,
energetic) modes trapped in the thermocline near N (z)" as we travel
away from the turning point at a constant depth by decreasing fre-
quency, the different modes become out of phase spatially, thus re-
ducing coherence. Yet low modes have not yet reached their first zero
crossing as 1 cph is approached. At frequencies below 1 cph modes
are trapped over a much greater depth so that a given thermocline
mode wi II have the same vertical scale as a higher single turning
point mode. Again, we expect low modes to dominate vertical co-
herence behavior, but the relative phases of the single turning point
modes will in general be very different than for thermocline modes
at nearly the same frequency (~ 1 cph). In other words, coherence
behavior with frequency is expected to be governed by different
physical situations above and below about 1 cph. Measured tempera-
ture coherence at large separations (2: 20 m), reminiscent of
Webster's (l972) horizontal current vertical coherence length observa-
tions, is not explained by our model based on thermocline mode in-
ternal waves. Note that besides possible explanation in different
internal wave coherence behavior, fine-structure coherence increases
monotonically with decreasing frequency (see Figures 4. 5a-d) so that
the fine structure effects may also contribute. The fine-structure
ratio y (w) behaves only as wl/4 in the -5/2 wavenumber spectrum-
specified model (Wl/2 in the process-specified models) so that
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fine-structure coherence can affect total coherence at frequencies a
decade or more below N (z) (see Equation 3c).
As mentioned earlier, there is nothing special about a -5/2 wave-
number spectrum of the undisturbed medium; it simply seems to fit the
moored data well from the MSA experiments, as evidenced by spectral
slopes and levels, giving internal consistency to the model. Were
the MSA placed further from the island, deeper or shallower, or at a
different time , a different P (k) might be appropriate. Hayes, Joyce,
and Millard (l975) demonstrate variability of P (k) with depth and
Hbgg i S measurements near Bermuda (1976, personal communication) indicate
variability with water depth and time (on the time scale of mesoscale
eddy motions). A steeper profile than -5/2 would produce steeper fre-
quency behavior above N, a flatter fine-structure ratio y (w) in the
internal wave range, and a less "step-like" coherence length variation
. th ( h d (2 1. (-5/2 ,wi frequency compare the das e k-) and so id k ) curves in
Figure 4.6). Finally we note that Joyce and Desaubies (1976) remarked
that temperature difference spectra could be used to evaluate the fine
structure level. Our results show that both the slope of the moored
temperature spectrum at high frequencies and its level may together be
used to estimate the vertical wavenumer spectrum of temperature at
wavelengths comparable to internal wave displacement scales (roughly
1 to 10 m in the present case) . Thus we avoid assuming a fine-,structure
formation process in determining the fine-structure level from moored
measurements.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the fine-structure
wavenumber spectrum is altered by internal wave strain. Garrett (1973)
showed that an undisturbed profile with spectrum PT(k) = ATk-P would
12l
be augmented by an amount i(2-P) (l-p) (ds/dz) 2ATk -p in the presence of
waves where (ds/dz) 2 is the mean square wave strain. As he pointed
-2
out, a k spectrum (to which a sheet-layer model corresponds) would
be unchanged by straining. -512However, a k spectrum would be aug-
mented by a fractional amount 0.375 (ds/dz) 2. The internal
wave model of Chapter 3 allows evaluation of this fractional change.
Differentiating (3.l.l9c) with respect to z and integrating with re-
spect to time gives an expression for strain of a wave of mode n:
ds Idz
n
i E(a,w)!2i l/2
li n~ 2n-l
I2
2 2N ll
o
2
e-n 12 (nHn_i (n)
Hn+l (n) )
2 (4 )
The strain spectrum P (w) is then:
Sz
p (w)Sz L E (a ,w) (2n+l) 3/2n lI n~ 2n-1N 2z2
o
2
N
o
2
- N (z)
2 2
- w
2
e -n'(nH 1 (n)
n-
H
n+l (n)) 2
2
N
o
(5)
With E (o.,w) ::"E(a/a ) -2 (WIN ) -2 as in the other calculations in thiso 0
section, (5) may be integrated over frequency to obtain mean square
strain.
Evaluation of (ds/dz) 2 was done numerically for the range 0.2 cph
to 2.7 cph (i. e., over all but low frequencies in the internal wave
range). The result varies as the inverse square of the thermocline
half-width (ll at the turning point) and depends on the number of modes
present. The mean square strain over this range is 0.76 x 10-3,
-3 -33.20 x 10 , and 6.42 x LO for the first 6, 11, and 2l modes. This
largest figure corresponds to a fractional increase in the level of
P (k) by less than a quarter of one percent. Mode number 20T
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corresponds to waves roughly l5 m long at w ~ N(z) for z = l50 m.
Shorter waves than this will be affected by quasi-permanent features
of fine-structure. Our thermocline-trapped mode model fails to
predict these interactions i but the modification of a purely passive
fine-structure profile by less than 0.25% by waves of l5 m wavelength
or longer suggests that wave strain by shorter waves may still be
small (a few percent or less). The frequency spectra P (w) areSz
underestimate mean square strain.red, however, so these figures
Regardless, as Garrett also concluded i strain is likely to make
only a small contribution to vertical wavenumber spectra.
We have modelled fine-structure as a passive vertical field in
this chapter and have found this approach seems to describe moored tem-
perature measurements. The passive field is described by its vertical
wavenumber spectrum. But is fine-structure-really passive? The model
employed in this study assumes the vertical structure of a tracer
(temperature in this case) is known; temporal variation is taken
account only in the probability distribution of internal wave displace-
ment differences. If the fine-structure varies on time scales compa-
rable to internal wave periods (for instance if the fine-structure is
partially the signature of vertically short internal waves), then the
kinematic picture is one of a time-varying vertical field advected by
random internal wave displacements. The model used here interprets
this sort of situation by separating all temporal and spatial varia-
tion. Because the displacement spectrum is strongly red, high wave-,
number temporal variation is unresolved in the MSA data sets;
fine-structure may be a static vertical field or internal waves or
(more probably) a combination of both. The model employed is designed
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to describe the first possibility, but also describes the other two
possibilities because the dominant displacements contributing to D (T)
ç
in (4.1.2) are from vertically long waves. In other words, the
idealized passive profile used in this model resembles measured profiles
whether small distortions due to vertically fine-scale internal waves
are included or are not included¡ they do not make much difference.
Drop spectra (wavenumber spectra derived from vertical profiles)
measure variance at all frequencies i with a red frequency spectral de-
pendence they are dominated by the wavenumber structure at the lowest
frequency band, including zero frequency. How much of the variance
in drop spectra is due to internal waves (in particular, in the range
O.l cpm to 1.0 cpm, i.e., wavelengths comparable to internal wave
displacements) is not known but the calculations in the preceding
paragraph suggest only a small fraction is due to wave strain. Gregg
(1976) observes a change to steeper slope at higher wavenumer at
roughly 0" 1 cpm in his tem.perature drop spectra. This change may re-
flect change in the internal wave spec'trum E (8 ,w) or may be due to
static vertical variation or some combination of these. The temporal
variation we observe in contour maps of temperature from MSA thermis-
tors on either mast suggests that a combination of the two effects. is
likely. (These contour maps are discussed in Chapter 5 in connection
wi th wave breaking.) Although a distinction between fine-scale in-
ternal waves and passive fine-structure is made neither in our models
nor in the analysis of MSA data, the kinematic contribution of fine-
structure to moored temperature measurements is identifiable. The
analysis in this chapter is unchanged by use of a vertically advected
field that has small (and/or slow) temporal variation.
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4.3 Horizontal current fine-structure effects
The temptation to apply a model of passively advected fine-
structure to horizontal current measurements is irresistable if not
completely successful, as this section will show. Our hint is that
the spectra of horizontal current and temperature are strikingly sim-
ilar (see Figures 3.4a,b). If temperature fine-structure can be
described as a passive field of some vertical wavenumber spectrum, it
seems plausible that horizontal current fine-structure effects may be
treated similarly. Two kinds of models come to mind. One is that
horizontal current fine-structure exists independently in the water
column i we imagine that some fluctuations one measures with a vertically
dropping instrument arise from non-internal wave mechanisms (e. g., small
sCale mixing, intrusive motions, etc.). The other is that horizontal
current fine-structure is directly caused by internal waves in a medium
wi th fine-scale buoyancy frequency fluctuations, given a vertical cur-
rent which varies over scales larger than the fine-structure, horizontal
currents are induced with vertical scale comparable to the scale of
N (z)_ variations. The difference between these models is that the first
is a purely passive current field that is advected vertically by in-
ternal waves, whereas the second is a passive field of density (tempera"'
ture) advected by internal wave displacements which dynamically links
vertical and horizontal current fluctuations. The same formalism used
to describe temperature fine-structure will be used for horizontal cur-
rent fine-structure for the first model. We shall see that modelling of
dynamically-induced current fine-structure is difficult because of the
complexi ty of the equations of motion.
l25
The McKean (1974) model for temperature fine-structure was based
on an approximation to the heat equation
Tt
-wT
z
( l)
where temperature is a passive vertical field. Time dependence in
temperature measured at a given depth arises only through time de-
pendence of w(z,t) which advects a passive (i.e., time~invariant with
respect to itself) temperature profile. Integra,ting (1) under this
constraint gives:
T (z, t)
- f w
dT
dz e21
From this formulation, the integral express'ion (4. i. 2) relating the
structure function of time lag to the structure function of the passive
medium (a function of vertical lag) was established by McKean., We
wish to calculate the structure function for horizontal current in a
similar manner. In the' first model mentioned in this section, hori~
zontal current is treated as a passive field (a tracer) so ~ormula-
tion is exactly as with temperature. In the second model, a dynamical
link between horizontal and vertical current is sought which can be ex-
pressed in the form of equation (4.l.2).
In the second model, an equation similar to (l) can be derived
from (3.l.la-e) ,but this rules out the existence of fine-structure in
N, since Pz is time-invariant (a result pointed out to the aU,thor by
T. Joyce of W.H.O.I.). By writing p (z,t) in the equation for density
z
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(3.1.le) instead of Pz' we can derive an equation relating shear to '
2vertical motion through N (z, t) = c- (g/O ) p (z, t) :o z
uttz
2(wN ) x + w t tx (3)
Fine-structure variation in N (i.e., N = N(z,t)) makes the Fourier
transform of this equation cumbersome, since the product WN2 will be
a convolution. To cast (3) into a form similar to (l) so that the
passive-advective McKean model may be used appears beyond reach.
The former model (horizontal current fine-structure as a passive
vertical field) shall be pursued instead. The temperature fine-
structure model assumed a given vertical wavenumber spectrum P T (k)
for T (zl" the undisturbed profile. Similarly, to find the horizontal
current fine-structure contribution, the vertical wavenumber spectrum
PUCk) can be specified. Vertical wavenumer spectra computed from pro-
filing measurements indicate P (k) a k -p where P is between 2 and 2.5
u
-2 -5/2(Sanford (l975)). Since models for k and k spectra were de-
veloped earlier for temperature fine-structure and neither produce
the appropriate frequency structure for moored spectra, a model using
P (k) = A k -9/4 (as Sanford i s spectra indicate) shall be developed here.U U
The spectrum PuCk) is used in (4.1.2) to obtain the fine-structure
structure function DU (T , Y). The mean-gradient contribution to hori-
fs
zontal current is taken directly from the internal wave expressions
(3.L.l9).
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As mentioned earlier, the fine-structure model developed
earlier (3.1. 19-3. 1.38) may be easily altered to apply to a different
-5/2wavenumber spectrum than k . -9/4If Pu (k) = A k we find theU '
structure function of the medium to be:
D (y)
U
m
5/4
A Y
, U
5n l (9/4)
8
(4a)
sin
A' 5/4 (4b)
U Y
Then the fine-structure structure function DU (T, Y) is:
fs
D (T , Y)Ufs A~ f:oo d~I~+yi5/4Q(T'Yi~) (5 )
which, using the Laplace probability distribution as before, is:
DU (T , Y)
fs
A'
~ (/2Dç(T,y))5/4(l(9/4) (e-x+ex)
(6a)
-x x+e y (9/4 ,-x) - e y (9/4 ,x) )
where x is as before. This reduces for YO, to:
D (T,O) Aùl(9/4) (/2Dr(T,y))5/4 (6b)Ufs '"
These expressions may be evaluated numerically using D (T, Y) based
ç
on the internal wave model developed earlier. Following previous
derivations, the asymptotic forms for the fine-structure contribution
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to the moored horizontal current spectrum and current-difference
spectrum are (where N is the displacement field cutoff) :
l\r(9/4) (2~N)5/8sin 58TI r(9/4)w-9/4 WIN ?? 1 (7 a)
F u (W) ~
A~r(9/4)25/4A5/4sin ~~ r(1:)W-13/8 , WIN ~~ 1 (7b)
A'r(9/4) (2N)5/8(A 5/8 + A25/8) sin STI r(9/4)w-9/4u TI 1 8
~F l1u (w) WIN ?? 1 (8a)
A i r (9/4) 2 -3/8A -3/8y2
U
5TI -5/8
cos (16) r (5/8)w
WIN ~~ 1 (Bb)
-5/2The corresponding quantities for the P (k) = A k model are justU U
those in equations (4.1.l9) through (4.1.38) with AU substituted for AT'
Consider the model curves for horizontal current spectra in
-5/2 -9/4Figures 4.7 a, b, corresponding to the k and k wavenumber spectrum
models for horizontal current fine-structure. As before, dashed lines
give the mean-gradient contribution and dot-dashed lines give the fine-
t t t . b' h" -4 21 21 3/2 ,s ruc ure con ri u tion. T e constant AU is 1 x 10 cm sec cm' in
the -5/2 model and 2 x 10-4 cm3 Isec2 Icm5/4 in the -9/4 model. The -9/4
model gives a marginally better fit than the -5/2 model, based upon
slopes and levels above and below the turning point. Unfortunately,
there' are no suitable published drop spectra of horizontal current with
which to compare spectral levels. Sanford (1975) shows drop spectra
-9/4
which fall roughly as k near the highest wavenumber he was able to
-2resolve, about 5 x 10 cpm. If we extrapolate these results to the
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10-4
10-5
~
~
cf 10-6
~(bfJ
:~ 10-7
fJt:
~
~ 10-8
~
~
N
I
10-9
10-10
10-1
I~II iI II ,
I 1
10°
Frequency
101
(cph)
102
Figure 4.8. Model and observed horizontal current difference spectrum
for a separation Y = 6.3 m. Mean-gradient (dashed curve) and fine-
structure (dot-dashed curve) contributions as well as their sum (solid
curve) are drawn for the k-9/4 spectrum model using the same parameters
as in Figure 4. 7b. An error estimate for 95% confidence appear at the
left.
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range of interest we find the level of his spectrum corresponds to
A ,= 1.5 x 10-6cm2/sec2/cm5/4, roughly two decades below the level
T
inferred from the fit in Figure 4. 7b. But this spectrum was computed
from a profile from roughly 200Q m depth to 5200 m depth, where
stratification is much weaker than in the main thermocline. Although
Sanford indicates that fluctuations in the main thermocline are con-
sidereably more energetic, he has not published a spectrum based on
thermocline profiles. The model level is internally consistent with
fi.ts to vertical current difference spectra as well, as will be shown
next.
A spectrum of the first-difference approximation to vertical shear
is given in Figure 4.8 along with a model curve (solid curve) composed
of mean-gradient (dashed curve) and fine-structure (dot-dashed curve)
contributions. The model curve fits remarkably well; it is the -9/4
model with A i
U
-4 2 2 5142 x 10 cm Isec Icm ' , Y = 6.3 m and z = 100 m. Quali-
tatively, the spectrum is very similar to the first-difference spectrum
of temperature; at very low frequencies the mean-gradient contribution
is dominant, at high frequencies the spectrum drops as w-P where the
undisturbed wavenumber spectrum is k -P, and at intermediate frequen-
-,-
cies the fine-structure contribution is flatter than above N or at
low frequencies. Over most of the measured range, the finite-
difference shear spectrum is attributable to fine-structure effects,
a result whose implications will be discussed in Chapter 5.
A major shortcoming of our model at frequencies near N is illus-
trated in Figure 4.9, where horizontal current half-coherence frequency
is plotted from two MSA data sets and from Webster (1972). Note that
both the 2.8 m and 9.3 m vertical separations also include horizontal
132
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Figure 4. 9. Horizontal current hal f- coherence frequency as a
function of vertical separation Y. The curve is from the k-9/4
, spectrum model used in the curves of Figures 4.7b and 4.8.
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separations of approximately 20 m. Since the fine-structure field is
expected to extend horizontally much further than 20 m without sub-,
stantial change, the horizontal separations are ignored in plotting
these few data. The MSA obse~vations fall close to those o~ Webster
(l972). The model cu;te for k-9/4 is given as well¡ it obviously
deviates seriously from the measurements, but its deviation is in the
frequency region aboutN. Above the cutoff, model half-coherence fre-
quency varies inversely with separation (as in the temperature fine-
structure models), but we have no data from small separations with which
to compare this behavior.
The simple model £or horizontal current fine-structure seems to
roughly describe the measured spectrum and first-difference spectra,
but fails to describe coherence in a crucial, frequency band (near N).
Nevertheless, the model of horizontal current as a passive fine-
structure field advected by internal waves is successful in a crude way.
Clearly, first-difference shear spectra would have the same form as
horizontal current spectra in a model of internal waves without fine-
structure. The model predicts that the first-difference approximation
to shear is dominated by fine-structure effects in the frequency (sep-
aration) range considered here, a prediction verified by the measured
horizontal current vertical difference spectra.
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Chapter 5. Wave Breaking
Previous sections have dealt with fine-structure as a passive
vertical field and this approach has been fruitful in describing spec-
tral quantities. Surely, though, finestructure is not completely
passive; it is probably produced and destroyed at least on time scales
long compared to internal wave periods or even on time scales as short
as the buoyancy period. What produces fine-structure and what causes
it to change? As the introduction mentions, internal waves have long
been a prime candidate as the cause of finestructure formation and modi-
fication. The hypothesis is that waves break, mixing water in some
local region around the breaking; Subsequent gravitational slump of
the mixed water into the background stratification changes the tempera-
ture and salinity profile. Molecular diffusion and other processes
Ce. g., interfacial ,\lave breaking, double diffusive instability, etc.)
may further modify a newly formed layer. Additionally, the new profile
may be complicated by incomplete mixing by wave breaking in the first
place. The intent here is not to delineate the process of fine-
structure modification by breaking waves, for undoubtedly it changes
.from event to event. Rather, the intent is to show that internal waves
do break, to discuss what mechanisms may cause them to break, and to
suggest that the existence of fine-structure strongly influences break-
ing. ..These ideas have been discussed before , but what distinguishes
the present discussion from earlier more speculative ones is that meas-
urements have been made with the MSA to substantiate the ideas.
Measurements of temperature along the forward mast with current
data from meters at the top and bottom of the mast suggest breaking. A
135
six hour portion of temperature records is contoured versus position
on the forward mast from the second MSA experiment in Figure 5. la.
Contours are drawn every 0.02°C (roughly ten times the least count)
based upon linear interpolation over 2-minute averages (i.e., 3 esti-
mates) of temperature at each of seven thermistors on the mast. Time
marks are at 10 minute intervals. Isotherms rising and falling at
steep angles with respect to the horizontal (time) axis generally in-
dicate vertical motion. (Horizontal gradients are taken as small and
ignored in this rough interpretation.) Closely (widely) spaced iso-
therms in the vertical indicate relatively strong (weak) temperature
gradients. Note the presence of relatively well mixed regions bounded
by high gradient regions. One rather striking feature of this figure
is that the vertical separation of two isotherms may undergo consider":
able change in a rather short time (e.g., tne15.92°C and 15.94°C
isotherms between 42.40 and 44.40 hours). Occasionally, closed con-
tours of temperature or contours that indicate warm water underlying
colder water (e.g., at 39.07 hrs) appear. It is possible that these
brief inversions indicate gravitational instability, but irregularities
in the T-S relation (discussed in an earlier section) make this in-
terpretation shaky. Without contemporaneous salinity measurements,
density inversions cannot be inferred from temperature inversions.
A. J. Williams III of W.H.O.I. measured several temperature inversions
that were stable in density of up to about 5 m thickness using a free-
falling microstructure probe near Bermuda in conjunction with the ex-
periment of N. Hoggand T. Sanford referred to in earlier chapters
(Williams 1976, private communication). Another temperature map in
.
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depth versus time is given in Figure 5. 2a for an earlier six hour seg-
mente Note that low and high gradient regions are harder to delineate
in this segment; one may choose to identify sheets and layers in
Figure 5.la, but the task is more difficult in Figure 5.2a. Note the
substantial widening of the l5. 90°C and l5. 92°C isotherms from about
27.73 hours to 28.73 hours, the existence of closed contours at 28.73
and 28.90 hours, and the subsequen't narrowing of the gap between them.
This sequence may be indicative of mixing or it may be the passage of
a salinity compensated temperature inversion (horizontal currents imply
a horizontal scale of 200-400 m in the latter interpretation). These
two figures clearly suggest temperature time-structure is a random
phenomenon, thus confirming the need for its spectral description for
the purposes of determining fine-structure effects on moored
instruments.
If the sequence of isotherm separation changes described above is
a mixing event, shear will be involved in the process. Whether shear
causes mixing or is caused by it or both is difficult to discern, but
it is hard to imagine breaking without accompanying shear on some
scale. Records of shear estimated from the first difference of hori-
.:
zontal current components from the forward upper and lower current
meters are shown in Figures 5. Ib and 5. 2b. Buoyancy frequency estimated
over nearly same vertical separation (6.3 m for the current meters,
7.1 m for the thermistors) in the same units (sec -1) and to the same
scale as shear is given in Figures 5.lc and 5.2c. In addition, the
angle ~ h ' ,21 I I 2, 1 tt d' F ' 5 ld d 5 2d W ose tangent is N u is p 0 e inigures . an . .
z
The horizontal dashed lines in these plots correspond to N2 I I u 12 =z
0.25 and 1. O. Figures 5. le and 5.2e are sequential displays of N2
OJa
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versu.s I u ,12 using data from the six hour segments plotted in the
z
accompanying figures. Data points are. 40 seconds apart and are con-
nected by line segments in these fi~~res with every third point high-
lighted by a symbol. The finite difference approximation to N2/¡uzl 2
is, of course, a Richardson number Ri (see Turner (l973), p. 12).,
The arctangent of Ri has been chosen for display since Ri changes over
,2a large range and may take on negative values (N ~ 0). Along any line
through the origin in the N2 - I u 12 plane (Figures 5. le and 5. 2e), ~
z
and Ri are constants. In particular, the line corresponding to Ri =
0.25 has been drawn in these figures.
In both Figures 5.1 and 5.2, shear is relatively high (about
5 x 10-3 sec - 1 or more) when temperature inversions appear. More sig-
ni.ficantly, Ri ~ l/4 during these events. Although the weakest strat-
ìfication in Figure 5. 2a is stronger than that in Figure 5. la, shear
in this six hour segment is generally higher as well, resulting in
Ri ~ 1.0 for over two hours in this record (see Figure 5.2d), whereas
Ri ~ 1. 0 only half an hour in the later segment (see Figure 5. Id)., The
sequential plots in the N2 - I u 12 plane give the impression that
z
fluctuations in Ri are largely due to fluctuations in shear, rather
than fluctuations in buoyancy frequency. This impression is reinforced
by comparison of the coherence plots of N and Ri with LU I and Riz
(Figures 5.3a and b) . Buoyancy frequency and Ri are coherent at a low
level (0.5 or so at low frequencies) whereas lu I and Ri are highly
z
coherent in this range (calculated coherences ~O. 7 5). As expected,
fluctuations inl u I and RLare 1800 out of phase. Fluctuations of
z
N and I u I are rather incoherent, as shown in Figure 5. 3c.
z
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The variance in moored measurements of Ri is a fine-structure
effect. This can be seen in Figures 5.4a,b, and c: spectra of first-
difference shear, first-difference temperature converted to buoyancy
frequency, and ~ = arctan (Ri) . The spectrum of shear was shown to be
dominated by fine-structure contribution in the previous section.
Earlier, temperature difference was also shown to be dominated by fine-
structure effects, thus our estimate of N must be as well. The spec-
, '2 2trum of the arctangent of the ratio N I I u I may be thought of as the
z
spectrum of fluctuations perpendicular to lines of constant Ri in the2 2N - LU I plane. Energy density in fluctuations of ~ (Figure 5.4c)
z
, hl - l, h' 1varies roug y as W in t e interna wave range. A variance pre- -
serving plot would show equal variance in any frequency band in this
In other words, fluctuations of angle ~ in the N2 - I u 12
z
range.
plane are white in the internal wave range; there is no frequency
preference of variance in ~ in this range. This variance is due to
fine-structure. contributions to the moored measurements.
Finally, the existence of a cutoff at Ri = 0.25 is established
in Figure 5.5. The line at Ri 0.25 is not arbitrarily drawn; a histo-
gram of ~ for the 78 hours of data used to draw Figure 5.5 is given in
Figure 5.6. The histogram shows an almost flat distribution down to
~ ~ 14°; note arctan(0.25) = 14.1°. Only about 2.5% of the measurements
are below Ri = 0.25, but an indeterminable fraction of these may.. be due
to errors in calculating N because of irregularities in the T-S
relation.
The existence of a limit in Ri measured over roughly 7 m and co-
incidence of high shear contributing to low Ri with temperature inver-
sions suggest that these events are mixing events rather than 200-400 m
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Figure 5.6 A histogram of Arctan (Ri) using the points plotted in
Figure 5.5
Bin No. Bound (Degrees) Frequency Percent Frequency
0 -90
1 -86 0 0.0
2 -82 0 0.0
3 -78 0 0.0
4 -74 0 0.0
5 -70 0 0.0
6 -66 0 0.0
7 -62 0 0.0
8 -58 0 0.0
9 -54 0 0.0
10 -50 0 0.0
11 -46 0 0.0
12 -42 0 0.0
13 -38 0 0.0
14 -34 0 0.0
15 -30 0 0.0
16 -26 0 0.0
17 -22 0 0.0
18 -18 0 0.0
19 -14 0 0.0
20 -10 0 0.0
21 -6 0 0.0
22 -2 1 0.01
23 2 2 0.03
24 6 5 0.07
25 10 30 0.44
26 14 64 0.93 X
27 18 186 2.70 XXX,
28 22 313 4.55 xxxxx
29 26 346 5.03 xxxxx
30 30 372 5.41 xxxxx
31 34 366 5.32 xxxxx
32 38 368 5.35 xxx xx 
33 42 350 5.49 xxxxx
34 46 337 4.90 xxxxx
35 50 338 4.9l xxxxx
36 54 363 5.28 xxxxx
37 58 358 5.20 xxxxx
38 62 384 5.58 xxxxxx
39 66 354 5.14 xxxxx
40 70 375 5.45 xxxxx
41 74 346 5.03 xxxxx
42 78 344 5.00 xxxxx
43 82 416 6.05 xxxxxx
44 86 ' 433 6.29 xxxxxx
45 90 430 6.25 xxxxxx
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long parcels of water with anomalous T-S characteristics. Because mix-
ing is intermittent and because shear and buoyancy frequency fluctua-
tions, attributable to internal wave motions in a density profile with
fine-structure have variance sufficient for Ri to reach the observed
limi t, wave breaking is suggested by the MSA measurements. A number of
mechanisms have been proposed to explain wave breaking. Most often men-
tioned are the convective instability proposed by Orlanski and Bryan
(l969) and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability reviewed by Thorpe (l973).
More recently McIntyre (1970) proposed a double diffusive angular
momentum-density instability and McEwan and Robinson (1975) described
what they call a parametric instability. The McIntyre instability is
characterized by rolls whose axes are parallel to the direction of the
applied shear and is able to occur at Richardson numers as high as 100.
Veloci typerturbations consistent with this flow pattern are not found
in the MSA data and motions show no signs of mixing (e.g., temperature
inversions) for Richardson numbers greater than about 0.25. McEwan and
Robinson describe their parametric instability as a precursor to break-
ing characterized by static instability, noting that fine-scale dis-
tortions appear well before isopycnic slopes become vertical in
McEwan 's (1973) experiments. They suggest that the deep ocean internal
wave field provides the horizontal accelerations upon which 
unstable
modes of half the wave frequency may grow. They believe that the ulti~
mate mechanism for breaking to be shear or convective instabilities.
Thus only Orlanski and Bryan 's (1969) convective instability and the
Kelvin-Helmoltz shear instability will be discussed further in connec-
tion with the MSA measurements.
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Orlanski and Bryan (1969) demonstrated that internal waves are
unstable (will undergo incipient breaking) whenever P?rticle velocities
locally exceed thè phase velocity of the waves. 'The details of break-
ing beyond the initial stage were not considered, since the process
is nonlinear (nonlinearity is the criterion for instability) and pre-
sumably rather complex. They performed a numerical experiment to
demonstrate that waves would break according to their criterion. For
a monochromatic field they showed that breaking would occur for
Richardson numbers less than N2 I (N2 _w2). To test the mixing events
found in the MSA data for convective instability, phase speeds must be
evaluated. Use of coherence phases is inappropriate because of prob-
lems discussed earlìer concerning time-averagep isotropy of the wave
field. An "event analysis" was adopted instead: during a breaking
event the time lag of a temperature feature's passage from forward to
aft mast was estimated. Use of this rather subjective method indicated
that phase velocities might be comparable to particle velocities dur-
ing selected events, but to make a more quantitative estimate could be
misleading. The mixing events may be due to convective instability,
but the data neither confirm nor deny the possibli ty convincingly.
The Kelvin-Helmholtz shear instability has been extensively
studied. Thorpe (1973) reviews laboratory experiments, Miles and
Howard (1964) compute growth rates from linear theory, 
'Browning (l971)
and others report observations in the atmosphere, and Woods (l968)
reports observations in the seasonal, thermocline. Direct observations
have yet to be made in the deep ocean. Theoretical work and laboratory
experiments have largely been limited to consideration of steady,
l47
stratified shear flows. Unstable waves grow in these flows when the
layer Richardson number is less than 0.25. The unstable waves grow
into billows, the billows collapse causing turbulent mixing, and the
turbulence gradually decays. The characteristic features of the
instability are: 1) several regularly spaced billows growing simul-
taneously; 2) a "most unstable disturbance" wavelength 7.5 times
the thickness of the shear layer; and 3) vertical motions roughly
one third the magnitude of the characteristic horizontal current.
Growth rates in Thorpe's experiments (Thorpe (1971, 1973)) verify
those of the linear theory of Miles and Howard. The MSA data do not
show a train of billows; the mixing events appear in solitude. Since
no train of billows is seen, wavelength information is lacking.
Typical vertical currents are roughly one-third horizontal current dif-
ference strengths. Computing growth rates according to Miles and
Howard (1964) with generously estimated MSA flow strengths (shear
10-2sec-l) yields time constants of exponential growth of an hour or
more for Ri = 0.0, or roughly four times longer for Ri = 0.20. The
MSA data cannot clearly be interpreted as showing Kelvin-Helmholtz
shear instability events. Yet the instability may occur at a smaller
L,
.~~
t
l\
vertical scale. Billows smaller than roughly 1.0 m would go undetected
because of limited spatial and temporal resolution of the thermistor
array. If billows were 1 m high, expected spacing would be 7.5 mi
wi th 10 cmlsec currents, only two measurements of temperature would be
made during passage öf such a billow. Since a limit of Ri = 0.25
exists over roughly 7 m, inversions are occasionally seen, and shear
fluctuations appear to overwhelmingly determine Ri fluctuations over
this separation, it seems plausible to speculate that a shear
148
instability occurs on a smaller vertical scale smaller than 7 m, per-
haps by as much as an order of magnitude.
Al though the MSA measurements suggest wave breaking, none of the
models discussed above unambiguously describes the mixing events.
Both the Orlanski and Bryan convective instability and the Kelvin-
Helmholtz shear instability are strong possibilities, but the data do
not support one over the other as the mixing mechanism. Furthermore,
the vertical mixing rate of wave breaking remains an elusive quantity.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
Our work has been directed toward understanding the distinction
between internal waves and fine-structure in the deep ocean; the
distinction is facilitated by the wavenumber shape of the internal
wave spectrum. Internal waves have specific relations among flow
variables; moored spectra of these variables depend intimately on both
large and small scale features of stratification. The most energetic
waves dynamically depend principally on large scale features, but the
fine-scale features affect frequency spectra kinematically. The kine-
matic effects tend to dominate vertical first-difference spectra of
temperature (~ensity) and horizontal current and thus they also domi-
nate internal wave produced variance in stratified shear stability
(the Richardson number) .
We developed a model of internal wave~ in Chapter 3 designed to
describe measurements of waves at frequencies near the buoyancy fre-
quency. Previous models, notably those of Garrett and Munk (1972a,
1975), ignored the possibility of waves trapped in the main thermo-
cline. The proposed model of Chapter 3 sought the form of internal
wave modes determined by the shape of the large scale buoyancy fre~
quency profile. The wave functions are those expected in the smoothly
varying buoyancy frequency profile of a fine-structure free main
thermocline. These solutions would be of little help in describing
moored measurements if vertically small scale waves were comparably
energetic to vertically long ones, because short waves would both dis-
tort quasi-static features of fine-structure and be partially re-
flected by them. If this were the case, fine-structure would appear
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to vary strongly on internal wave time scales, thus making distinc-
tion between features in stratification and waves very difficult.
What simplifies the problem enormously is that low modes dominate
the wavenumber spectrum. That our simple two turning-point internal
wave model based on a smooth buoyancy frequency profile is a valid
approximation is experimentally verified in the spectral comparisons
of Chapter 3. Of the three flow variables measured, two (tempera-
ture and horizontal current) are affected by the presence of fine-
structure. Vertical current is little affected as long as low modes
contribute most heavily to the measured frequency spectra. Compari-
sons of model and observed spectra indicate that: l) a modal descrip-
tion 0:( waves trapped in the thermocline adequately accounts for the
observed variance (thus no significant vertical propagation is in-
ferred); 2) significant internal wave energy exists in evanescent
waves, i. e., waves at frequencies a bit higher than the local b~oyancy
frequency; and 3) ratios of potential energy to horizontal kinetic
energy remain nearly flat in the high frequency range, rather than
rising significantly near N (z) as previous models predicted, These
results follow from using an internal wave specturm that is strongly
-2red (proportional to (wavenumber) ). Our observations are consistent
with a time-averaged horizontally isotropic wave field. The model
resul t ,that the firsthalf-'dozen or so rhodes determine the shape of
frequency spectra is crucial to being able to distinguish between mean
gradient internal waves and fine-structure.
Since only low modes contribute to the dispiàcement field signifi-
cantly, fluctuations of fine-structure at internal wave periods appear
15l
small. Contribution to vertical wavenumer spectra of fine-structure
from wave strain appears small, at most a few percent. This makes
it possible to describe fine-structure as a passive vertical field
even though fine-structure may in part be fine-scale internal waves.
Garrett and Munk (197l), McKean (l974) , and Joyce and Desaubies (l976)
all made this approximation, but restricted themselves to sheet-
layer models of this vertical field. Furthermore, none used internal
wave model spectra that described the shape of the internal wave cut-
off near N (z). Our model generalizes the description of the fine-
structure as a field specified by its vertical wavenumber spectrum.
Using the approach of McKean together wi tha more sophisticated in-,
ternal wave model and a more general fine-structure model description,
we were able to describe moored temperature spectra. Besides tempera-
ture spectra, model spectra of vertical temperature difference and
vertical temperature coherence curves closely follow observations from
the MSA. A clear distinction can be made in these models between the
contribution to spectra from mean-gradient (large scale dynamical)
effects and fine-structure (kinematical) effects at all frequencies in
the wide range considered.
Because temperature fine-structure can be described as a passive
field, a similar model (albeit crude) was tried for horizontal current
fine-structure. Although horizontal current spectra predicted by such
a model roughly follow the observed spectra, details of moored spectra
of horizontal current near N (z) are not well described. However,
moored spectra of vertical difference current components are well de~'
scribed and are dominated except at very low frequencies by the fine-
structure contribution.
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Thus moored spectra of both temperature and horizontal current contain
contributions that are adequately described as kinematical results of
long internal waves propagating in a medium with fine~scale variations
of negligible importance to the waves.
These fine-structure contributions are significant to saturation
of the wave field. Rather than small scale waves producing shear and
static stability fluctuations sufficient to cause breaking, large
scale waves apparently break through fine-structure contributions.
That waves break is indicated from the data presented in Chapter 5; a
Richardson number cutoff is strong experimental evidence of breaking
and saturation of the wave spectrum. The cutoff at Ri = 0.25 (meas-
ured over 7m) is provocative. We are unable to describe the breaking
process in terms of one of those postulated in the li terature on
stratified shear flows. We suspect breaking occurs on scales smaller
than those resolvable by the MSA. Variance in Ri is produced by fine-
J
structure effects; moreover, fluctuations of Ri are controlled mainly
by fluctuations in shear. Fluctuations across lines of constant Ri in2 2
the N - I u I plane have equal variance in equal frequency bands in
z
the internal wave range. The mean angle whose tangent is Ri corres-
ponds to Ri = l. 35 and the distribution is broad enough that the cutoff
angle is roughly l. 6 standard deviations below the mean. Thus breaking
appears equally likely throughout the internal wave range.
Energy for modes trapped in the main thermocline may be provided
by nonlinear interactions (Martin, Simmons, and Wunsch (l972)). Waves
not trapped in the thermocline could be the source for the higher fre-
quency trapped waves. Since waves dissipate through breaking, we
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imagine a steady state process to maintain the internal wave spectrum
at its nearly universal level.
Perhaps breaking through enhancement by fine-structure is the
meaning of a saturation spectrum. Garrett and Munk (1972b) hypoth-
esized such a scenario. This study has delineated some of the details
of enhancement of shear and buoyancy frequency fluctuations by the
existence of fine-structure and has demonstrated experimentally that
breaking takes place. We imagine a scenario in which internal waves
on an originally smooth density profile break, producing fine-
structure. The presence of fine-structure (whether quasi-permanent
or partially internal wave motion) kinematically enhances shear in-
duced by vertically long internal waves, causing more breaking.
Finally, fine-structure contribution to shear and N fluctuations domi-
nates throughout the internal wave range and to higher frequencies,
such that equal variance in arctan (R.) occurs in equal frequency bandsi
in the internal wave range, Then breaking is equally likely at any in-
ternal wave frequency. Is this saturation? To decide whether or not
this scenario describes saturation of the internal wave field requires
further careful observation.
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Appendix. Estimation of Vertical Current from Temperature Measurements
The MSA measurements provide a unique opportunity to test the
validity of conventional estimates of vertical current. Normally a
simplified heat equation is used to estimate Wi the equation describes
a balance of time rate of change of temperature and vertical advection
of temperature. It is:
Tt +WT z o (l)
The neglect of horizontal advection and diffusion may be violated at
small scales, where mixing may take place (see Chapter 5). The model
used to calculate moored temperature spectra in Chapter 4 is based on
this equation. In this section we will demonstrate that inadequate
estimation of T (t) at the same depth at which T (t) is estimatedz t
will cause serious errors in W (t). Following modest mathematical
description of the problem, several estimation schemes will be pre-
sented using MSA data.
By means of a very special illustrative model the inadequacies of
estimating W (t) from a finite-difference approximation to T (t) will
z
be demonstrated. Imagine a constant vertical current W which ad-
o
ient is not constant with depth, both T (t) and T (t) will change
z
together such that -T (t) IT (t) will exactly equal W. In practicet z , 0
T (t) is estimated as a difference over some vertical separation. A
z
common simple scheme is to measure temperature at depths z = Z :! 0/2
o
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as a function of time, and divide their difference by O. A convenient
notation for this estimate is 60 T (t). If 0 is very small compared to
the scale of variations in T(z), the estimate WT(t) - -Tt (t)/60T(t)
will approach Wo since 60T(t) ~ Tz(t) in this limit. In the wave-
number domain 60 T (t) corresponds to multiplication of T (k) (the Fourier
transform of T (z)) by 2i sin (ko/2) 10. In the limit 0 ~ 0, this factor
A
approaches ik. Of course, multiplication of T(k) byik corresponds to
differentiation in the space domain. At all separations 6ôT (t) is (in
our simple model) (W 10) . (T( (z+0/2)W ) - T(z-0/2)/W )).o This is
just T (t) shifted by 0/2W followed by -T (t) shifted by -0/2W , allo 0
divided by o. In other words, the original waveform is separated out
into two waveforms, one the nega ti ve of the other, both divided by 0
If 0 is sufficiently large and T (z) has a large trend, then 60T (t)
approaches a constant, the mean gradient. At intermediate separations,
the estimate of W (t) is poor. In Fourier space, ko is of order one
T
so that sin (ko/2) has significant variation and 0 is not so large as to
make 2i sin (ko/2) 10 inconsequentially small.
Unless 0 is very small, variance will appear in W (t) even thoughT , '
the true vertical current W has none. When W is not a constant (aso 0
with internal wave motions), the situation is in general no better i
variance in W (t) will exceed that of W (t). Temperature difference meas-
T
urements over separations smaller than microstructure variation (i.e.,
over millimeters) are beyond the reach of present instrumentation. We
are forced to estimate T (t) over separations comparable or longer
z
than the scales of variance in the vertical temperature profile.
Spectra of estimates of W made over various separations appear in
T
Figure A. l. Tt (t) is estimated from a measurement roughly midway
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Figure A. l~ Spectra of W estimated using finite difference
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The spectra fail to show a cutoff at Nand are more energetic than
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between thermistors separated by å, except for the 88 cm separation
in which the upper end point thermistor was used for Tt (t). The
fine-structure of temperature, if interpreted as sheets and layers
has a scale of about 1 m according to spectra made from vertical pro-
files (see Chapter 4). From the above suggestions, one expects that
the best estimates of W (t) are formed at the greatest and the smallest
separations å. Indeed they are, although both estimates over 0.88 m
and 7.13 m are at least a factor of two higher than the dìrectly meas~
ured spectrum (see Figure 3.3) and neither show a cutoff at N.
To compare estimates W with directly measured vertical current
T
W, we take as a model
W (t) a*W (t) + n (t)
T ( 2)
where n is noise, a is the factor relating W to W. From (2) it
T
follows that
A-
a (w) 1/2coh(W,W ) (PWW/P W)T WT T
;
'"
~..
,r
where P = ~W*W?, W(w) is the Fourier transform of W, w* (w) is the
WW
A-
complex conjugate of W (w) and ~.? ls an average over a band of frequencies.
It is assumed that P
Wn
O. The admittance ~(w) is complex; if (l)
A-
were exact and the terms exactly measurable, a would have magnitude
A-
unity and phase zero. In practice the phase of a is approximately zero
in the frequency range for which Wand Ware significantly coherent,
T
A-
but the magnitude of a is less than unity, indicating that WT
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, Figure A.2. Admittance amplitude and phase for the model W = a*W + n
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nificantly non-zero coherence between Hand WT. Amplitudes are less
than unity for all separations available; they are closest to one for
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consistently overestimates W (Figure A. 2), Estimates of a over the
largest separation and the smallest separation are closest to unity
(about 0.5) in the coherent range.
Another estimate W can be constructed using T = constant.T z
That is, variation in W (t) is inferred exclusively from Tt (t). AT ,
spectrum of Tt (t) appears in Figure A.3a. It shows a modest cutoff
above N, but only vaguely resembles spectra of directly measured W
A
(Figure 3.3). The admittance function a (w) from the model
T t (t) a (t) *W ( t ) + n
appears in Figure A.3b. A horizontal line indicates the level of the
admi ttance function if T ' were a constant.
z (The constant was esti-
mated from the temperature difference over 7.13 m averaged over 78
hours.) The calculated ~(w) has magnitude generally above the model
level but differs from it by at most a factor of two in the coherent
range (indicated by a phase of ll800).
These calculations indicate that temperature inferred vertical
current roughly approximates directly measured vertical current. The
best estimate with the MSA data uses a model with T _ constant. This
z
estimate avoids introduction of spurious variance in W (t) due to ap-
T
proxima tion of T (t) by finite differencing. But T (t) in (1) does varyz z
for a general profile and approximating it as constant also introduces
spurious variance in W (t), although apparently not as seriously as
T
with instantaneous evaluation of the temperature gradient. Approxi-
mati on of T (t) by more sophisticated numerical schemes (polynomial
z
l60
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interpolation of various kinds) does not appear likely to solve the,
problem when T (z) varies on fine or microscales. Cubic spline inter-
polation on the relatively coarse grid of thermistors was attempted
with the MSA data, but results were even noisier than those using
~
simple finite differencing. Improvement of temperature inference
of vertical current may come through improvement of instrumentation
so that T can be measured over smaller scales, but the model (1)
z
is likely to be inadequate at small scales due to contributions
from the other advective terms and dissipation in the heat equation.
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